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LOCAL U M O * * Office. A w*ess 
New York Cloak Operators 121 E 18th St, Xcw York City 
Philadelphia Goakmakc^ 39 X. lOih S t . Philadelphia, Pa. 
New York Piece tai lors * W. 31st S t , New York Gty 
Baltimore Ooakoakers 2 So. High St , Baltimore, Md 
Xcw Jersey Embroiderers . . .359 Summit Ave, W. Hohokcn, X. J 
Xcw York Embroiderers 25 3rd A w - New York Gty 
Boston Raincoat Makers 31 X. Rmsell*St. Boston, Mass 
San Francisco Ladies' Garment Workers 351 l»th A*e.. San Francisco, Cal 
New York Cloak «nd Suit Tailor* 113 F. 10th S t . Xew York Cit* 
Xew York Amalgamated Ladies' Garment Cutlers ( W. 31st St., Xew York City 
BrowoHoUeTx. Y , Cloaknukers . . . . . . . .387 Sackman S t , Brooklyn, N. V 
Boston Go** Prtssers 23ft Tremont St.. Boston. Ma« 
Montreal, Canada, Ooakraakcrs 3? Prince Arthur, E. Montreal, Canadj 
14. Toronto, Canada. Goakmakers.. , 194 Spadtna Ave.. Toronto. Canada 
IB. Philadelphia Wairtmafccrs 5&5 Rec<I St., Philadelphia.-Fa. 
I t St. Louis, Mo, Ladies' Garment Workers Fraternal Bid?:. 11th 3nd Franklin Aves. 
17. Xew York Rceferraakers 35 E. Second S t . Xew York Cn> 
18. CMcago Oosk and Suit Pressers .1815 \\'< Division St, Chicago, III 
19 Montreal Canada. Cloak Cutters 185 St. George S t , Montreal, Canada 
30. New York Waterproof*Garment Workers. 85*E, 10th St., Xew York City 
21. Xewarfc, X. J , Ckwk and Suitmakcrs 103 Montgomery St, Newark, N. j 
S3. New Haven. Conn, Ladies' Garment Workers, . . .-. .S3 Hollock St , Xcw Haven, Conn. 
15. New York Skktmnkers.. . 113 E. 10th St , Xew York Gty 
Xew York Waist and Dressmakers 16 w. 21st St.? New York City 
3$. Geveland Ladies' Garment Worker* 112 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
Cleveland Skirt .Makers.. 112 Prospect Ave.. Geveland, Ohio 
Seattle, Washr. Ladies' Garment Workers. 2706 E. .Union St , Seattle. Wash. 
Gevelaod Clomk Finishers'Union 112 Prospect Ave, Cleveland, Ohio 
Mo, Cloak Pressers 930 N. 17th St., St. Louis, Mo 
N. Y , Underwear Workers 115 Grant A « n Peekikill, N. V 
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J Editorial 
OUR DOUBLE-BARRELLED VICTORY 
Our International Union, the Ooak It was not until the representatives of 
and Skirtmakers* Union, and, indeed, the Union had insisted with vigor and 
the entire labor movement deserve to determination on their 'unconditional 
be congratulated on the double-bar- acceptance of the Council's impartial 
, retcd victory our people secured in the findings that the employers sort!ened. 
early days of last mon|h. realizing that there was really no 
In our August issue we gave a full other way out of the difficulty. . 
account of the acute crisis which the * * • 
controversy between our Union and HUMANE By signing the new 
the Cloak Manufacturers' Protective 2 ^ £ { ! E W agreement the reprc-
Association had reached at the end of sentatives of the Pro-
May, tective Association made it clear that 
We told of the .efforts of Mayor they would bury the hatchet and co-
Mitchcl and sever*! public-spirited operate with the Union not only in 
k to bring peace preserving the peace for the next two 
ustry. Wc pub- years, but in an honest endeavor to 
ns the full texts of eliminate the gnawing evils menacing 
.-.HIIIM:! for tbc the orderly development of the indus-
cilia- try. We trust the Association will 
on make this clear to its members, and 
u- that no petty egoism of any kind will 
' be allowed to stand in the way of the 
alizaWh of this aim. 
Grievances arc bound to occur so 
long as interests clash. But it is with-
in the power of the employers to show 
wifiingiies* in remedying them and 
thus check growing bitterness at .its 
source. A humane policy of this kind 
is implied in the agreement. An effort 
by the employers to carry it out would 
facilitate the efforts of the Union to 
citizens of New 
t« the distracted 
li*hed in our 
>efore t I 1 * ! 
I nion 
tion and the Co 
tlii evidence^ prcsep. 





• med every inch 
I 
ment, investigation and murierouSs 
ions of the Council o f Conciliation 
•had been so much wasted effort. The 
difficulty arose over a question of hi-
terpretation of certain findingS'that in 




under- general, got busy with the information 
of the that Justice Ford had admitted Our 
recognized brothers to bail on the ground that the , \ 
by far, the more ''evidence against them, as shown bv 
It hBS to deal (he Grand Jury, is, to say the least'. 
of inconclusive as to all, and of questiwn-
most of [ the As- able probative force as to 1 
h ^ h i t h -
Thus Justice Ford has discovered 
, what was so apparent to alt of us on 
rrt
 the inside all the time. No wonder we 
stoutly and indignantly protested 
against the attempt of the. District At-
torney's office, at the instataceofdoubt-
K -> thr fu* a n d disreptuabl* individuals, to be-
? ° ;
 f smirch the character of innocent men 
w 5 1 , 1 «>f i o f l y i d w l s - No wonder that our peo-
K S T K & were-jubilant on that Saturday 
H
 ten*tiKiTi m ou r W t h c r s had « a i n c d the i r 
t S S S ^ ^ ^ T ^ S S S ^ frCedom,and jubiiant all the more that ipated by our entire mcml 
>g in the ba 
itw agre< 
the belief, in their innocence had re- • 
ccived the first and**most pronounced 
- . . 
the cloak. m * « - c « » f i r m a t i o n -
m 
the 5am<- day A meeting of shop chairmen at 
before " Justice Cooper .Union ha<fbeen called for Sat-
rt of New urday, Aug. 7th. to have explained to 
milling the them the agreement of peace in the 
ition was rife m cloak industry—the result of victory 
tether victory No. No. I- To the joyful surprise of those 
would follow closely on the heels of present our released comrades appeared 
1 to give a finishing touch at this meeting and the hearty hand-
>rk of a strenuous period of shakes, 'embracing*, and vociferous 
duration, and our people cheering can be imagined sooner (han 
isappointed. Early on Sat- described. Thus the meeting spontane-
morning, August 7th, the wires ously turned into a celebration of a 
ronnectirfjr with our offices, local and double-barreled victory. 
FUTURE POSSIBILITIES 
Map 
w>w TO wuu. Every new industrial men act largely by habit contracted 
RECALCTTRA-VT arrangement is bound the course of years. It takes time to 
fed by diffi- assimilate the new ideas and adapt the 
!
 Confusion at daily pi : in the shops to the ncv. 
SKPTKMBRR, 1915 S ^ 
Of course, there are wayward indi-
viduals with resistant and spiteful 
natures who for a time defy the new 
taw. That, however, does not detract 
from the law that collective wisdom 
decrees. If some people break any of 
the ten commandments, it is surely not 
the fault of the commandments. 
Individual employers who defy the 
workers and the Union and the law and 
public opinion, and meet the request 
for putting the new standard price for 
piece workers into operation by abusive 
remarks, can by no means come under 
the beneficent law of "There shall be 
no shop strike," etc. If they did, the 
arrangement would be onesided indeed. 
The Council has not taken this matter 
into consideration in its findings. Yet 
in order to prevent oppressive actions 
on the part of employers wTio refuse 
point blank to submit to the law, the 
Union, or both the Union and Associa-
lion.or the Trial Board of Three should 
in such cases, be authorized to declare 
such employer an industrial outlaw to 
be dealt with as the Union thinks fit. 
Difficulties here and there must be 
expected in the workings of the new 
machinery for adjusting complaints, 
since the provision involves a change 
fronfthe old procedure. The new pro-
cedure, however, is simpler than its 
predecessor, and will not involve so 
much delay in adjustment, even if the 
necessity arises to rejffcr a case to the 
price adjusters or Trial Board of Three. 
Since the list of ten persons from which 
to select impartial referees has, we un-
derstand, already been agreed upon, 
cither of tbese impartial gentlemen 
would be id l ing to serve in case of 
need. 
The real difficulties, to our mind, are 
inherent rather in the preliminary 
stages of adjusting complaints. They 
begin with the employer or. employee 
right in the shop. A hasty and ill-
advised remark by an employer who, 
because he is the "boss." thinks himself 
privileged to say and do things that 
sting to the quick, will render a slight 
complaint otherwise easy of adjust-
ment/serious and difficult to handle. 
Both sides must be trained to practice 
restraint and better judgment. Thus 
the time of employers, employees and 
officers would be largely economized, 
the number of disputes would diminish 
and the problems of adjusting them 
considerably cased. 
* * * 
ENFORCING * For practical pur-
£ T « A £ D P ° « S t>* »ew agree- ' 
EQUALIZING ment mav be divided 
C0ND.T.0N3 j n t o i w Q ^ ^ f c 
part designed to have 
an immediate effect and that relating 
to future prospects. 
In this connection, sub-manufactur-
ing and the special protection and en-
couragement afforded by employers to 
this pernicious system is certainly the 
acutest problem to be tackled as soon 
as possible. The officers of the Union 
should devote all possible attention to 
the independent or "social" shops. Wc 
understand they are doing their utmost 
to enforce the standard rate for piece 
workers and the schedule of wages for 
week workers set by the new agree-
ment. 
Where they are meeting with dif-
ficulties is in some of the inside houses 
—the very ones that are pledged to 
compliance with the agreement by 
virtue of their membership in the As-
sociation. Cases have come t o our 
notice where employers sullenly agree 
to the new standards and then resort 
to their old policy of letting the work-
ers go idle ami sending their work out 
to the sub-manufacturer. The problem 
is, therefore, not only that the sub-
fc 
... .. § • • § • • • • • 1 rJM-.-. 
I S * 
• 
• 
it* shall be brought into line of 
standard rates, but that 
-performed in the sub-factory 
,cn more On Simujir 
dd be done in the in-
1 it i? in this that they compete wuli 
ir own brothers of the same Union. 
' m realize that a thorough equal 
. of conditions in all shops will 
i n more remunerative work 'all 
Ewfty stitch more enables around, in more leisure and in. greater 
the sub-manufacturer to sell his finish- eoncentratcd effort for the good of the 
ifactnrer industry in this and other cities. 
Article V^of the Council's finding* 
has been re«|ue«Ud by th. 
to coDtinue as a committlon to In-
c i t e thoroughly the fundamental prob-
lem! ot regularliation, standards of wage* 
and enforcement of standarda throughout 
the Industry, ot trade education, and a 
more thorough organization of the Indus 
try. and on the basic of auch investigation 
H thall submit a constructive policy to 
handling complaints that arise mostly * * * organisation.. 
-i result of this practice, the Joint We feel that the Council will be able 
should direct to trace the source of the problem-
. one channel. enumerated in Finding V to the evil 
• «. * of sub-manufacturing. We feel that 
" c system seems to the Council must,express a decided and 
strong opinion on the aforesaid irn-OUTS1DE WORKERS 
gum of unity, c 
era in 
the problem 
fiat only the big table and annoying methods of cm 
faith and ployers. We feel^that the Council" 
rssful as- must indicate a way of disciplining 
the work- such employers and insist on the As-
md that sociation enforcing such discipline, lest 
more the example of -the recalcitrant em-
kCt is, ployer prove demoralizing to the rest 
ami of the industry. In the meantime the 
:n if officers of the Union must do their 
" in part and, we have no doub t ' t he Coun-
cil will do its part . 
ORGANIZING WORK IN THE COUNTRY 
York we ha 
told that manufa 
dustrial centers w 
Heading bet we 
j 
« been :•..:-
 ; . teutly 
watching events, 
the lines it seemed 
IOUS to sec the downfall of tin. 
in Union and the "glorious" possibility 01 
ll checking the aspiration! of the work-
ers for more perfect organization and 
f labor. ;, 
were not realized, 
clearer situation in New ! ' 
-3am&$:. 
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the officers of the Union can now turn 
their attention to other centers. The 
only events that employers in such 
centers as Philadelphia, Boston, Cleve-
land, Gncinnati, Chicago and other 
cities might prepare for are—certain 
reasonable requests by the workers. 
The employers are asked in one form-
er another to make an honest endeavor 
to redress long-standing grievances, 
and allow the workers, who pile up 
riches for them, such humane treat-
ment as in thin twentieth century oi 
civilization and progress they have u 
right to expect. 
In Boston, Philadelphia and other 
cities, where the Union has already an 
agreement with the employers, both 
j .rtics understand each other well. 
Reasonable employers know from ex-
perience that arty arrangement with 
[he Union, ensuring peace in the in-
dustry, is better than the prospect of 
industrial strife. That the latter is 
very costly to both sides has been 
proved more than once in those very 
cities; and since existing machinery 
provides for parleys and conferences 
with employers collectively and indi-
vidually, we have every hope that mat-
ters will adjust themsclves^o the satis-
faction of both parties for the time 
being. 
In cities where no agreement is in 
force, the situation is quite ripe for a 
movement in that direction. The or-
ganizing work carried on by the In-
ternational office in those cities has 
borne- abundant fruit. *A gradual in-
crease in the ranks of/the organized 
has been a marked fcatdre for months. 
That news of their activities has not 
found a prominent place in our official 
organs is entirely due to the exclusive 
interns! evinced in New York affairs. 
But the activities were there. Our 
orgai officers have not 
relaxed them for a moment, and the 
results arc satisfactory. 
• • » 
PROGRESS IN Of the cities to 
S«V«uc?oo w h i c h w c s h o u l d ffve 
particular thought at 
present arc Cleveland and Chicago. In 
Cleveland our locals are daily growing 
stronger. They are fast reaching a 
point in numerical and organized 
strength/where they arc bound to com-
mand attention. In view of the fact 
that last year at this time there was 
only a remnant of the faithful clinging 
to the organization in spite of odds 
against them, we have reason to be 
gratified at the progress made. 
President Schlesinger paid a hurried 
visit to this Middle Western center at 
the end of last month, and lie found 
there that sort of life and movement 
and awakened interest that usually is 
the precursor of notable events. The 
workers are restless; they desire to 
get an increase in wages and recogni-
tion of their organization. 
We believe that the employers will 
take stock of the situation and meet 
it in the spirit of give and take—the 
only spirit that can insure industrial 
tranquility. 
In Chicago the unrest of the work-
ers is even more pronounced. There 
a system of industrial anarchy and 
competition has been prevailing for 
years among the employers in the 
women's wear trades. That the sys-
tem has reacted on the workers need 
not be emphasized. But within the 
past year the workers have been com-
ing to themselves with astonishing de-
termination. They have seen the light 
of collective agreements and have been 
steadily organizing with a view to 
bringing about orderly working condi-
tions similar to those in New York. 
The cloakmakcrs of Chicago, in par-
•~^y«*r*r-
con-
I T H R L A K E S ' G A M I E S T W o r n * 
ticular, arc now ripe for arriving a t an and Accumulated trade evils. The 
understanding with an organized and tention bases itself on a comparison 
responsible body o t employers as soon of low trade conditions in Chicago 
t h e y are , a t with those which ruled in New York 
all Events , bent on taking advantage in the summer of 1910. Still, sober 
and every opportunity to im- reflection on the part of the employers 
5 during this sea- and a willingness to concede the 
urgency of improving the condition 'if 
-e opportunities in the the toilers might lead to improvement 
of the local leaders is a without recourse to a strike. If the 
jjj. The Chicago cloak employers, prove .indifferent and there-
: h id a real shakeup. It by force a str ike, the workers have it 
ne that such an in them, with the assistance of the In-
tent necessity in tcrn&tional, to strike a hard blow. For 
oa t old-standing abuses a limit to endurance has been reached. 
is 
operation hi 
order t o sw< 
• 
Sidelights on the Recent Controversy 
Work downed With Success 
at i. 1915, will be known la the 
ol the Cloak Makers* Union as the -
day on which the efforts to improve the 
condition of our workers was crowned with 
success. 
Tba work has been In progress since 
the last tea months; tor It was then that 
the officers of the union submitted before 
the Board
 0f Arbitration the workers' 
connection with discharge 
and equal distribution of work. Their 
anticipation that these grievances stood a 
Rood chance ot being remedied Imparted 
new life and vigor to our heople, who 
immediately evinced a keen interest In the 
movement to Improve conditions, -1 
The officer, co.ti.uad to adv,. . the rank 
d file to be prepared for emergencies. 
rigorous and widespread agitation was 
Local and branch 
and ronnio-
llon could be seen in every corner. The 
discharge tactics of the employers In Jbe 
a brought our people to the highest 
of surprise and indignation. Every-
instinctively realised that a change 
imminent before the full season, ai-
ngfi no one w «
 K wtm a . to ( ^ « 
lult of the agitation, 
ogatlon of the protocol by 
and active man ' 
bad been optimistic as to the Issue ot the 
struggle before the Board ot Arbitration. 
True. «t times the Idea crossed many 
minds that the workers would not gain 
better conditions except through a IOOK. 
bitter strike—a strike that should make an 
Indelible Impression on the manufacturers. 
When, however, the Protective Association 
had abrogated the protocol, most of us 
became pessimistic as to the possibility of 
being able to settle thaf controversy by 
pacific means. 
District Attorney Helps Onr Agitation 
As if Intending to Impart a stimulus to 
our agitation, the District Attorney of New 
York, a few days prior to the abrogation 
of the protocol, arrested R number of our 
officers and members. These two events 
clearly bad a sinister meaning. Not dnly 
within our ranks, but also among tho sym-
pathetic public people could not help put-
ting two and two together. There could 
be no doubt that hostile employers had 
designed to attack the union from two 
sides. The close connection between the 
two attacks was unmistakable One could 
not get away from tho suspicion that a 
drama in two parts was being enacted. 
In reality tho District Attorney's attack 
belped our' movement. An unprecedented 
ware of indignation and protests aros<-
among our people. But they did not rest 
content with mere protests and indlgna-
"• 
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Uoo; unity, loyalty u d a lighting spirit 
porvaded each and all, and even public 
oDlBloo 'was infected with the spirit ot 
Justice for tho cloak workers. The meet-
ing In Madison Square Garden touched all 
classes of the community. 
Every reform movement tn history has 
exacted Its martyra. Our movoment for 
butter conditions In tho cloak trade was 
indirectly aided by the attempt to make 
martyrs of our brothers, Slgman, Mots, 
Woolf, Stuphlker and the rest. 
Wo Won a Strlkdesa Victory. 
Had the controversy been allowed to 
culminate) In a strike, It would have ren-
dered tho manufacturers absolutely help-
less. The enthusiasm and determination 
of the masses was an indicator as to which 
way the wind was blowing. Public opinion 
being more impartial, realised this more 
clearly. 
There was no doubt In our minds that 
s strlko would have terminated with a 
victory for the union. But our leaders 
and advisers laid plans for a victory with-
out a strike. True, they made extensive 
preparations for a strike; but knowing 
from experience the cost and Buffering 
entailed by a strike they called all pos-
sible means to aid them In securing a vic-
tory without the cost and suffering. The 
fact that they succeeded Is not a mere 
accident or matter ot chanco. On the 
contrary, It was tho result of deep thought 
and great effort, and one Is a t a loss to 
Ond the right words Inwhlch to congratu-
late and thank them for the result. 
Potentialities of the Mayor's Council 
It la necessary to dig beyond the surface 
to realize that the Council of Conciliation 
has great potentialities for the cloak in-
dustry of New.York. The main thing Is 
that.the clofllniakera shall try to perceive 
their precise scope of activity and correct 
attitude. 
Towards tho end of July a hasty tend-
ency was visible here and there to belittle 
the outcome of the council's labors. ''Can 
any good come from moralists with a capi-
talistic tinge?" some critics presumed. 
Of course, at tho outset people had a 
right to doubt the outcome of the council's 
efforts, for tho following reasons: First, 
besides Mr. Louie D. Brandels, none of Its 
members had any knowledge of the Indus-
try and Its complicated problems. Sec-
ondly, none of us knew to what extent the 
mombera ot the council were sympathetic 
to tho cause of labor. Thirdly, the coun-
cil was not invested with power to render 
its findings compulsory on either party. 
Naturally, critical and Bkentical minds 
Jumped to doubtful conclusions. 
Only now is It possible to form a proper 
conception of the Importance of the coun-
cil for the cloak and skirt Industry. The 
fact Is that originally tho council's mis-
sion was, aaJts name Implies, to effect con-
ciliation botwoon tho parties to the dispute.' 
Its aim was primarily to avert a strike. 
Now, however, the council remains a per-
manent Institution In the Industry. The 
council will Investigate or cause to Investi-
gate the evila that are detrimental to the 
Industry. Tho council will be available In 
every serious difficulty should such occur. 
AH this we had under the protocol In a 
very limited sense. We could confer and 
parley on disputes and trade problems, 
but little else than prolonged litigation and 
deadlocks resulted. Under the present 
agreement Incessant litigation Is practical-
ly impossible, and deadlocks have received 
a deathblow. 
No wonder that the carping critics of 
tho council's efforts have now openod their 
eyes wide. Its findings are a complete sur-
prise to them. They have not anticipated 
such favorable concessions to the workers. 
and, therefore, tboy who are capable of 
reading between the lines must admit that 
In general the result la as expected. In-
deed, they wonder at the council's clear 
grasp of the situation. Only men with 
expert knowledge could have framed the 
findings contained In its report. 
The truth of the matter is that the at-
torneys for both the union and association 
have greatly contributed to this result by 
their informative statements and argu-
ments. Even Mr. Julius Henry Cohen 
led the council to a clear understanding 
of tho facta by his staunch advocacy of 
the manufacturers' views and bitter at-
tacks on tho union. -
Mr. Hillqult'a Convincing Statement 
Our attorney, Mr. Mojrls Hlllqult, pre-
pared the cose for tho union In a masterly 
manner. The printed statement ot the 
workers' claims and requests, which he 
submitted to the council right at Its first 
session, stamped those claims with the 
-
THE LAMES' GAIMBNT WOIKE* 
r 
• 
The sequence of the facts 
and inexorable logic with 
presented in that document 
leave no loophole of escape. Of count*, 
ability and akIU of argument serve a good 
purpose on such occasions, but to these 
qualities It In necessary to have a good 
c a n , and Hlllqait certainly had rlgbt and 
jsstie* on his aide. The aforesaid state-
sttnt. which waa printed m the INDIES' 
GARMENT WORKER for August, seizes 
hold of the reader with its earnestness 
and convincing power and leaves an Indel-
ible Impression on his mind. Even If the 
members of the council were partial to 
the manufacturers thsy could not get away 
from the Indisputable facta laid down by 
Mr. HUiquIt 
A Word for Mr. .lull** He-ry Cohen 
"A man's first duty Is to himself." is. In 
substance, a popular saying. In speaking 
to onr members and the workers In gen-
eral we always dwell on this Idea. Wo 
always advise them to he true to them-
selves as * class. Ai the attorney for the 
association Julius Henry Cohen did his 
full duty by his clients. He defended them 
with all the energy of which he Is capable. 
We, of the union, certainly cannot blame 
him for that. 
Is on a social level with the employer nod 
for that reason does his bidding vith 
alacrity-—working long hours for small 
wages—and thus enables him to compote 
with the Inside large factory. 
But. dear Mr. Meyer! fn view of tho 
thoughtless policy of your colleagues BID) 
fellow manufacturer* In discharging skill-! 
workers at the end of every season, for 
no other reason than their scrupulous loy-
alty to the union—what, really, do you 
expect the discharged people to do to solve 
the bread question? They cannot become 
bankers or lawyers, so they borrow a lit-
tie money from their friends and relative! 
and start a small "social" shop, or' som* 
semblance to It Those, on the other hand, 
who are unable to procure loans, yet their 
children cry for bread—if your fellow 
manufacturers drtve them from their fac-
tories what alternative have they oih<*r 
than seeking employment in these small 
shops? And considering that your col-
leagues aid those small shops financially. 
purchase their product or placo with them 
direct orders for goods, It Is evident thst 
they are themselves responsible for the 
cutthroat competition abounding in the In-
dustry. Now, that the keen edgo cf arbi-
trary discharge has been taken offhand a 
standard price for piece workers has been 
Julius Henry Cohen Is a well-known law- , j x e a - ( u j , l o b e hoped that the evil of the 
yer. It Is no secret that tho industry Is ^^x
 B a o p wjn be assuaged, 
partly indebted to him for the protocol of 
1*10. The Joint Board of Sanitary Control T* 1 * •*•» <*•*•* to AdrsJitsjrei 
was his ides. Another good Idea h e sng- Returning to our starting point, we re-
fected was the protocol label, and It Is not peat that the Council of Conciliation ban 
Me fsalt that the label idea has not come groat potentialities for tho good of th» 
to fruition. In this controversy, however, trade. Wo have secured certain galn« 
Julius Henry Cohen simply had a bad case. 
Max M e s s r * "SocW Mop" Argument 
Daring tho sessions of the Mayor's Coun-
cil Mr. Max Meyer sjtned' a bombshell 
Inst the ^unlon which emitted a good 
1 of smoke bat has done no damage 
certai  
through Its efforts. It now devolves on us 
to torn the gains to advantage. 
One of tho Important Improvements Is 
the cbango in the method ot adjusting 
prices. Hitherto piece work prices were 
determined In a moat Irregular manner. 
There was no universal plan. Fair wage* 
th* rnnt«nti((Q of thB **«<»=—•*• •*** nuiwtM" »*•«*. — — •* - « » " 
* for the worker was not the determining 
f i n l n " D.lr-a " n r e n l n l n i f ¥ • • r o r f c r i M I n 
resorting to aacb contentions tho »BE-
desrtb of argument was apparent, 
ncident has a psychological interest. 
* ""*" "*" ™ "
U 1
 • * - to . » . • •*„ . , , . . . « . • • • <h. - o r t . r . n,,6„, 
sub-factory, 
mpl 
•A. « * , * « Xr*< - U - . far K«w J«my M 
_ . _ - * — • — . - - • - • -
factor. Price bargai ing was reduced to 
a sort of same of "heads 1 win. tslls >•«.. 
lose." If-the employer was in good humor 
and agreed to the right price, the vorkero 
could earn fair wages. If, however, the 
— <— - r ~ . 
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which invariably mount a miserable pit-
tance 
Now, prices will and ma t t be settled 
pursuant to the now agreement The 
operator of average al l l l must earn not 
less than 70 cents an hour, and tho Onlsher 
of average skill not leas than 60 cents. 
A. worker possessing more than tho average 
skill shoold be able to earn more. The 
representatives of the association have 
signod the agreement and thus have 
[•'edged themselves to this arrangement, 
und the members of the association to 
place no difficulties In the way of 
arrangement being carried out. Tbl 
most not threaten to send the work out 
upon the workers Insisting on the right 
prices. They must not wreak vengeance on 
certain workers by discharging them at the 
end of the season because they had the 
courage to stick up for tho stipulated prjee. 
Indeed, It Is the duty of the manufacturers 
as employers of honor to assist In carrying 
out this provision of the agreement as far 
ss possible. 
Tn regard to duties, however, we rather 
wish to address oursolves to our people. 
A manufacturer compiles with his agree-
ment only when the workers in the shop 
hang together and watch over their rights 
sod Interests. A sacred doty devolves 
upon the workers to see\to It that a t price 
bargaining this provision shall be carried 
out They who will ^ n t e t into private 
bargaining with any employer to work be-
low this price will commit a crime; they 
will act as traitors. The union will take 
every precaution against collusions with 
employers, for, alas, there aro black sheep 
In every herd, and some workers a re not 
Immune from such temptations. Inspec-
tors will be appointed to guard against 
delinquency In tho matter of settling prices 
even in. the Independent shone. 
But this Is so far only a beginning. The 
Industry must not remain In Its present 
chaotic state, and If the union will pursue 
It* task with energy, further Improve-
ments will be secured In duo course. 
The fact tha t the counoll remains a 
permanent Institution, and will soon un-
der take certain Investigations, imbues us 
with hope for the future. We must hold 
ourselves In readiness for such Investiga-
tions. We must not relax our efforts. We 
must be armed with facta and figures In 
regard to the social shops, the sub-manu-
facturers, the excessive toll or our people 
In such shops and tho cut-throat compe-
tition that brings ruin to tho trade. 
In view of tho energy, earnestness and 
devotion displayed in the effort to bring 
our union to Its present position of power 
and prestige, we may rest assured that the 
Investigations about to bo conducted by 
the council will be productive of tho de-
sired fruit for tho workers. 
Tho locals and members, on tho other 
hand, must strengthen the hands of the 
officers. They must give them their 
wholehearted confidence. They must con-
sider with sympathy ond approval every 
suggestion and advice of the officers. 
Thoy must bo prepared for a slight In-
creaso In the weekly dues to enable the 
organization to go from strength to 
strength with a view to securing similar 
and greater victories In the future. 
A Few Stirring Events 
By ROSEBURY 
K1NAL SETTLEMENT IN 1'!.< i VU TRADE 
OK NEW YORK 
A cloud of doubt and uncertainty was 
still hanging over the s i tua t ion ' In the 
cloak trade of New York at tho end of 
July and oeglnnlnaT of Augus t The Union 
accepted tho findings of the Mayor's Coun-
cil of Conciliation, announced to both 
parties on July 33 , although the conces-
sions in wages and othor vital points were 
the absolute minimum acceptable to the 
workers. The Association, however, de-
bated the pros and cons In executive ses-
sion and, claiming that the officers of the 
Union h a d ' n o t Interpreted some of the 
points rightly, refused to accept tho new 
agreement. 
This Impelled the Union to resort to the 
only alternative left the workers—to put 
the final touches to the elaborate ma-
chinery for calling a general strike that 





eudnm vote of the membership » u taken 
on the question whether or. not a general 
Urtfc* should be called, fallUf the employ. 
eta*acceptance of tbo agreement on or be-
fore Tuesday, August 3. The voting. 
Which began Saturday, July SI. and lasted 
until Monday, August 3. Indicated not only 
the keen Interest taken In the question 
bat the overwhelming opinion of the voters 
lh t a w of a strike. Nearly 40,000 w*re 
•olid for determlned\actloa and only about 
800 roted against. 
The result was that the Council.hastily 
reconvened and once more tried to avert 
a serious breach between the parties. At 
this session the employer* called on the 
Council to supplement their findings by a 
definition on the qneation of discharge, in 
their opinion the findings Included cases 
which were not subject to review, and only 
those whose complaint* in writing, would 
ahow a prima facie case of Injustice were 
entitled to be heard. The representatives 
of the Union, on the other hand, contended 
that the Council's findings were specific 
enough and needed no interpretation. Ac-
cording to the wording, every discharged 
worker has a right to have J»Is case re-
viewed. A definition framed by the Coun-
cil proved unacceptable to the Union. 
Finally the employers accepted the original 
document on the Council's assurance that 
In view of the clear-cut wording of the 
finding in question, no Incorrect interpre-
tation was possible that could not be 
checked by the machinery to be instituted. 
When this final settlement had b«en 
reached, the parties concerned cheerfully 
ihOmaJed that they would endeavor to ror-
g»t the past and work together for the 
good of the industry. Dr. Felix Adler, 
chairman of the Council, said: 
We have tried in twenty-three sessions 
to consider the urgent claims presented by 
both aides. We do not feel that we have 
done absolute Justice, but we have estab-
lished a footing to produce good will, 
which Is essential to peace. Either'side 
may claim th«* victory. That is a minor 
matter. What is real la that we have tre-
ated the machinery for t he settlement of 
s Council la to continue in 
s action Is a treaty of peace. 
ng of the establishment of a 
landing for the settlement 
differences. 
counsel for the Union. 
T H E LADIES' GARMENT WORKER 
Both sldos have accepted the Councils 
finding unconditionally. W e understand 
that tbo Council does not consider Itself 
bound by auythiog except its own dictates, 
and It la In that spirit that we accept 
unreservedly the findings the membcm 
have reached. We will live up to tho 
agreement In the best of faith, and we ex-
pect the manufacturers to do likewise. 
Mayor Mitchel sent the following letter 
to Dr. Felix Adler and a copy of ume to 
the parties concerned: 
e 
What you have dono Is very much more 
significant than the settlement of a single 
controversy. Tou have laid the foundation 
for a permanent peace, and provided tho 
machinery for the adjustment of future 
difficulties as they-strlse. This, with the 
promise of your service in developing con-
ditions of better Industrial relationship* 
In the cloak and suit Industry, which your 
.Council has undertaken to render as a 
standing commission, are tho consplcuou* 
rewards of your difficult task of the past 
week. 
It Is a flue thing that tbo city shouM 
have been able to command the able BCT-
vice of your Council on this, occasion. I 
congratulate you on the outcome of your 
labors, and beg that you will accept, and 
extend to your colleagues, my hearty 
thanks In behalf of tho city. 
IMPRISONED OFFICERS AND MEM-
BERS RELEASED ON BAlfc 
Three days after the final seal had been 
put on the settlement In the cloak; Industry 
Justice Ford, in the Supreme Court of 
New York, admitted to bail our officers 
and members held on a charge of murder. 
They were released on Saturday, August 
7, from the Tombs prison, where they 
Were met by their families and a big thronR 
of friends and members of various locals 
with an outburst of exultation such as has 
rarely been witnessed. 
'Justice Ford's opinion releasing them 
says in part: 
These defendants are all married, hav--
families, and reside In the City of New 
York. None of them appears to have any-
thing in the nature of a criminal history. 
The evidence' against tbom, as shown by 
the minutes of the Grand Jury, is, to say 
the least,- inconclusive a s to all, and of 
questionable probative force as to most of 
them. I have little doubt that they will 
appear for trial if balled. . 
I adopt the words of Mr. Justice Blanch-
ard In admitting three of them to ball 
under a former Indictment for the san^ 
crime: "On the record before me, I deem 
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Tho trial la being arranged to begin In 
the middle of this month. In tbe niean-
:ime a motion by Attorneys Abraham 
•Levy and Morris HMI(]ult to dismiss too In-
dictments U being considered by Justice 
Tompkins, who is exported to hnnd down 
a decision very soon. 
been reduced to 
ru Int imidate Into 
rice by tho fear of 
season and by the 
IN THK WAIST AND DRESS TRADE. 
Within the last year a grave situation 
ha* gradually arisen in this Industry. The 
problems of Local No. 25 are gathering thick 
and fast Work prices hnvo fallen consid-
erably. Some of tin- abuses which the pro-
tocol « • * to have abolished—the dual ays-
tub or piecework and week work" for opera-
tors, for Instance—are still rampant. Sub-
manufacturing, so dintraetiug to the cloak 
trade, has raised its head here, too, creating 
similar evils. 
There are what Brother Polakoff.the man-
ager of the Association department, calls 
"the evil of the subsidised shop*," and what 
Brother IJaroff. tho manager of the Inde-
pendent shops, characterises as "the grow-
ing arils of reorganization. Jobbing and 
outside contracting." The elaborate system 
of collective bargaining prescribed by the 
protocol has In many si 
a mockery. Workers 
accepting any sort of 
being laid off after thi 
threat of the employer to send the work-to 
tl». outside shop. Large numbers of work-
ira submit to these conditions In silence, 
failing to Inform the Union of the encroach-
ments on the Improvements gained years 
ago, for feniM(>belng discharged. 
The waist and drcse Industry differs from 
the- cloak and suit Industry In the fact that 
Ita employees consist mostly or girls and 
women—84 per cent, of women to 10 per 
cent of men- Thus the working population 
changes every Tew years. 
After working three or four seasons some 
of them may leave the industry to get mar-
ried. Others, owing to Its seasonal char-
acter, niay go Into other trades and oecu-
i-atloos. These are replaced by newcomers 
who do not alwnys ronllso their obligations 
to the Union or to their sister workers—at 
»uy rate, not until tho Union has gone to 
•oiislderable expense of money and energy 
lo impress union truths on them and got 
'.I'.vm Into line. In the meantime employers 
M * their best chance to exploit them under 
one pretext or another, and the officers 
tho Union have their hands full coping with 
unenlightened workers on one hand and 
grasping greed on the other. 
In tho last year the war gave employer* 
a new pretext for discharges and other mal-
practices. Employers p r e t end io have sold 
their factories, or to have assigned On- su-, 
pervision of the work to an outside con-
tractor, or to have given up manufacturli 
and buying the finished garment , 
tho same Omo they exorcise financial and 
administrative control over the firms who 
supply them with goods, yet they disclaim 
responsibility for them. The result is that 
old and* loyal Unlou workers are replaced 
by newcomer*, and wages and prices art- re-
duced. 
We gather from an official source tha t 
the local executive board has decided to In-
st i tute a Joint Investigation of the extent to 
which prices have been reduced since the 
URIC Dr. N. I. Stone, who was the chief sta-
tistician of the Wage Scale Board, had Is-
sued bis report. 
One thing stands out In hold relief from 
the mass of accumulating evlU: The Union 
Is "alive and kicking." 1-ocal No. 25 of the 
waist and dressmakers Is In splendid condi-
tion. Its offices are seelhlng with life and 
unrest and Its machinery Is becoming more 
perfect every day. Unscrupulous employers 
cannot deceive the people all the time, so 
long as Uils Union Is on the a l e r t 
On Thursday, September 2. Cooper Union 
will be crowded lo Its utmost capacity by 
the workers In this rich industry. They 
will come to utter a mighty warning to the 
would-be rulers of their lives In the shops 
to pursue no more their pretentious tactics 
In tho "holy" name of profit This Industry 
Is rich enough to afford the girls and women 
working therein proper remuneration and 
fair treatment 
WHITE GOOI>8 WORKERS' CONTltO-
VKRSY WITH T H E CONTRACTORS 
Brother H. L. writes: 
While these lines are being penned the 
Whltegoods Workers' Union, Local No. 02. 
Is In dispute with the contractors, and a 
strike In their shops Is by no means a re-
mote possibility. 
The problem of thn contractors has been 
outstanding ever since the general strike of 
1913, when Local No. 02 came Into public 
1 
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prominence. A provision In the collective 
•treemeiit then signed with Uui Association 
dlKloctlj stipulated tkat employer* war* not 
to send work otit te u y contractor who 
failed to maintain the tame union conditions 
la his shop as obtain in the trade m a whole. 
It became clear to the Union that the best 
Moiw to pursue in Its efforts to control 
t h m shop* waa to deal with the contractors 
10 the tame way as with manufacturers- hav-
I t * Individual kjpreetnwta. This the Asso-
ciation opposed, claiming for the. contractors 
the same privileges as were enjoyed by lis 
members; and when, the Union felt com-
pelled to call strikes In contractors' shopa 
UM Association protested and arraigned 
Brother S. Shore, tho manager of the Local, 
t*fore the trteranoe board- ' 
Br espousing .the 00011*1:10™' cause the 
Association left the Union no other alterna-
tive than to deal with the contractors in 
case of disputes as with Association shops. 
Thus the matter stood at the renewal of the 
lent In 1916. 
aew agreement, concluded without ft 
for a somber of improve-
ment , which were to apply alao W I b J W 
M- Sl|Bj«D, General Secretary-TIM*<ir«r 
Ab. Bxrofl, hh VIcePrciKlmi. 
49 Eaat tint Street. New York City. 
B. Kurland.Hh Vice-President, 
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A_ Cohen, Hlb Vlce-Frriidrnt. 
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S- UtkoTiltlllh Vice-President, . 
H Eait &-d Sireet, Ne» York City. 
J, Ketr, 13th VicePre.ldcBt, 
IIU Baker Street. Toledo, Ohio. 
tractors' shops. Bat while some contractors 
compiled with tbls provision, many re-
mainifl obdurate; and when the matter Wan 
brought to tlie notice of the Assoclatl0DKth<-
latter suddenly changed front, giving the 
Union a free hand to brins^the contractor; 
under control. 
Probably the Association assumed that the 
Union was powerless to get the workers cm-
ployed by the contractors Into line. Th«' 
workers have, however, responded to the 
Union's call and are prepared to stand up 
for their rights even If It should come t 0 a 
tight 
A vlgoriu organizing campaign Is heir.;: 
carried on by the Union In these shops, lo 
cated mostly in Brooklyn. A significant meet-
ing was held there In August, when Brother 
Shore went into every detail or the situation 
and called os the workers to cooperate with 
the Union Inl ta efforts to help them. Other 
speakers were Business Agents W. Davis 
and EL Lang. The workers left the meeting 
Imbued with hopes thai at last the time ha* 
come when Ihey, too, must enjoy the (nil! 
. of the settlement arrived at with the manu-
facturer!. 
. 
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The Union has opened an office at 143 Mc-
Klbben Street, Brooklyn, where workers em-
ployed by contractors receive every Informs-
Hon. 
Will the contractors have the sense to 
avoid a struggle? This question will be de-
cided during one of these days. In the 
meantime, Local No. 62 is In a state of tense 
activity. 
i 
— • - ' • • • — — • 
IIOXNAZ EMBROIDERERS STRIKE FOB 
HBTTBK CONDITIONS 
On Tuesday. August 24. the Bonijaz Em-
broiderers' Union, Local No. 66. called out 
about. 600 workers from some 110 shops, 
after preparations of many weeks. 
The local was reorganized last year, with 
the assistance of the International officers, 
from the remnant of the old Local No. 54, 
and lt» active members have this Ume dis-
played greater determination In their plans 
or a successful struggle for better working 
conditions. 
As to the cause of the struggle. It Is an 
old. old story In every trade where, the 
workers are unorganised and unable to re* 
»Ist exploitation. The grievances are long 
hours. Sunday work, wretched wages, etc. 
A number of employers had applied, re-
questing settlement with the Union even be-
fore the strike was called. This Is a sure 
sign that the Union will secure a speedy vic-
tory. *The terms are vsry moderate. Under 
the guidance of tho general officers our lo-
cals are gradually learning practical busi-
ness methods In their doallngs with the em-
ployers. Tho workers &sk for: 1. Union 
•hops and union conditions; 2. 60 hours In-
stead of 54 hours' work1 a week; 3. No Sun-
day work; 4. Not moro than two hours* 
overtime in any given dny, and not more 
than ton hours a week. Overtime shall bo 
paid at doable the regular rates." 
As to wages, tho scalo laid down in the 
agreement, fsffeh employers are asked to 
sign'. Is $25 a week for first-class operators 
and |20 for second-class operators. Other 
renditions are: Payment by cash on every 
Monday; payment for the ten legal holidays; 
equal distribution of work In the dull sea-
son; access of a union representative to tho 
shops for tho purpose of adjusting disputes 
and exercising control over the membership; 
maintenance of sanitary conditions,, and ap-
propriate guarantees for due observance of 
the agreement 
Brother.A. Solorioff, formerly with the 
Ladles' Tailors' Union, has been assigned by 
the International to assist the embroiderers 
In the strike and settlement with employers, 
and Attorney Jacob Panken Is In charge of 
legal matters. /• 
— £ 
RA1NCOATMAKER8 ASTIR 
After prolonged slackness In raincoat 
making, lasting more than a year, the trade 
has suddenly revived and now finds itself 
In a state bordering on prosperity. 
The shops are busy, but lbs workers by 
no means get their duo share of the In-
creased volume of business. During several 
bad seasons work prices havo ln-en cut to 
more than half the amount at which they 
stood just two years ago. at the end of a 
bitter strike of two months' duration. 
Upon the return of the sun of prosperity 
It was manifestly the duty of the employers 
to return to the wage scales and union con-
ditions that obtained after agreements had 
been signed. Dut In regard to labor, the 
word "duty" Is not to be found In the em-
ployers' vocabulary. The workers must en-
force such duties by organization and united 
action. 
Towards the end of last month prepara-
tions were made for a general strike, falling 
a settlement with tho employers. At the 
time of writing there was still a ray of hops 
for a peaceful adjustment. Someof the rain-
coat manufactures who had composed the 
Association of 1913 were willing to get to-
gether with the representatives of the Union 
for the purpose of discussing terms and ar-
riving at a settlement, and a preliminary 
conference was held. A second conference 
was arranged for September 31. In the 
meantime the Union was actively deliberat-
ing on the terms to be presented to the em-
ployers, calling meetings and arranging for 
a walk-out In tho event tho employers re-
fused to meet the terms. Fuller details next 
month. 
CTJSVBLAND FORGING AHEAD 
Nothing so Illustrates the manner In 
which Cleveland Is forging ahead than the 
great meeting held at Royal Hnll on Wednes-
day. August is. Important trado matters 
had been announced for consideration • at 
this nieetlnfc; and tho faffs that only mem-
bers In good standing were admitted, that 
over 1,000 wore present, and that the ball 
1 B 
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was BO crowded that many people were on-
able to gain entrance— thet.- facts speak for 
tbetnselves. ^Thc speakers at the meeting 
were international President B. Schleslogar. 
Find Viw-Preaidoot John F. Pterc 
Pearlstcln and D. Sdoraon. 
President Schtalnger said that the officers 
of the International Union had not com*, to 
Cleveland to causae trouble. The manufac-
tnrara knew how to ran their own busi-
nesses, and there m no Intention of the 
officers interfering in that What the work-
e n want la a Utile better pay. for their work 
and an arraosemnt that will result in a 
little bstttr treatment of all of thsm. In his 
opinion, it should not be difficult to roach 
an agreement especially with some of the 
larger manufacture**. He could not see how 
an arrangement as desired could bo a draw-
back to the manufacturers' policy of taking 
care of their business. The very fact that 
the workers do not want to put anything in 
the way of the management of the business 
is proof that particular care would be taken 
to preserve the Integrity of the market and 
tb* trade it has secured. 
Scores of new members, representing 
all shops, are joining the locate every 
week. 
Unusual activity is being displayed in col-
lecting funds to aid the defence of the on-
cers and members facing trial in tfew Tork. 
i A. defence committee comprising several or-
ganizations has been formed, and the Cleve-
land Federation of Labor Is said to have 
promised active support to the movement 
Brother Slgman and some of the defendants 
were invited to visit Cleveland and address 
a meeting to be held under the auspices or 
this committee- But in view of the ap-
proaching trial the defendant hrothera were 




There can be ne Question that the great 
wave of industrial unrest is inereasing in 
volume all over the reentry. Instead of 
abating Its.fott*. the coming tide of pro* 
1 1 ! An Illustration of 
les In which bust. 
_ j Its pulse. 
of last month Bridge-
ts »*...- MrwcHirht 1'1-t. 1 port, C « i u was in the -limelight with 
strike, lu . tactory. Textile workers, 
machine and screw opera-
Hvee and metal workers of all kinds waM;?j 
out of the ahope. demanding and getting 
setter pay and other improved Qandltloit*. 
Among these were several thousand corset 
workers, girts and women, who struck and 
thus increased their pay and reduced thf.-ir 
working hours* 
If this proves anything at all. it" prov 
that now is the time for a great labor aw 
enlng and a huge augmentation of the 
ganlxed ranks. 
The conditions pictured in the report Jusl 
Issued by the Industrial Relations Commis-
sion were only too true or Bridgeport. 
When the girls walked out from the gnat 
firm or Warner we were told In glarliii; 
headlines that "child labor In the Warner 
Tactory was abolished by President Warner"; 
and lest competition of other corset factories 
should hurt the Warner factory, President 
Warner immediately prophesied "that every 
corset factory will follow his lead." So, after 
all, a strike was not fomented in these fac-
tories—the girls had good cause to walk out. 
Corset workers come under the Jurisdic-
tion of the. International Ladles' Garment • 
Workers' Union. and--upon Intimation < i 
A. F. of I* organizers the general office of 
the International got Into communication 
witij the local leaders, with a view to lssa-
ing a charter for a local of corset workers In 
Bridgeport 
The agreement signed by the Warner firm 
is a very good one. According to this tiurrr 
are to bo no charges for defective work 
for needles or thread. Prices for 48 ho 
work are to be made equal to the 55-ho 
basis. A 1*H P*r cent advance In w 
a system of adjusting grievances with a s 
committee, falling which the workers may 
call in a representative of the American 
Federation of Labor, and other Improve-
ments were agreed to by the^flrm. 
Ail this Is, as already said, very good, but 
the girls must hear In mind that these thing* 
will not last unless they constitute them-
selves a welt-organised local union. Without 
the power of the union, agreements prove a 
mere scrsp of paper and are disregarded 
by the employers, 
Mr. Roche and Mrs. Scully, organisers of 
the American Federation of Labor, have su-
pervised the movement and hove assisted in 
drafting the agreement At this Writing 
Mrs, Scully is still taking charge of the cor 





Our Recent Struggle and Its 
Results 
By B. SCHLFSlNGEft 
fc 
r 
Our History dates from 1890; not the 
history of the present Cnlon but the his-
tory of the cloakmakers' struggles. Tlie 
. Uiaktnokers used to be Inspired with en-
thualasm; they joined together In a union 
and presented demands to which the em-
ployers replied with a lockout. Wo won, 
but the victory lasted a few months and 
then. It simmered down to nothing. In 
1891 w« lost a strike. In 1893 we had a 
fresh strike, in 1894 the cloakmakers 
renewed the struggle and starved for six-
teen weeks. Misfortune dogged their foot-
step*. The city then happened to bo Ice-
bound, and many cloakmakers replaced 
their needles by shovels and removed the 
snow from th« streets. Tho strike was 
lost. 
Kvery year we rot timed to the fray and 
organised a now union. The union W M 
born In the heat of tho fight and lived*a 
neck before the strike and a few months 
after If the victory was ours; but not a 
single day if the strike was lost. . 
The work was attended by discourage-
ment and despair. Not before tho second 
half of the previous decade did we see the 
fruit of 'our labors. • In 1906 wo distri-
buted; ofer half a million circulars. Tho 
result was unexpected. A strike occurred 
In 1907.. not of cloakmakers at whom we 
directed our efforts, out reofermakers. 
Some 2,000 of these haijd-working Immi-
grants fought stubbornly Tor week* and 
months. One of tho most Important points 
conceded was that the employer should 
provide sewing machines, so that opera-
tors should not bo required to drag the 
"donkey on their shoulders," as tfie phrase 
ran. That was a substantial gain. Tho 
victory of tk»a>reefermakers re-echoed 
among-th* masses of cloakmakers. Gleams 
of hope once more Inspired oppressed and 
aching souls. And when the shirtwaist 
makers went out on strike.In l».0t, the 
cloakmaxers had already ranged them-
wives on our aide In their tens of thou-
sands. For the leaders of the cloakmakers 
were the same as those of the waist mak-
ers. They now bad a strike-machinery 
their service ready for use, and It 
applied with energy and enthusiasm In th 
historic general strike of cloakmakers in 
1910, resulting la the protocol. 
A distinction must be drawn between 
the significance of the protocol of 1910 
and that of the present agreement. Tho 
protocol afforded positive gains. Even the 
seemingly petty provisions requiring the 
abolishment of foot power, and the intro-
duction of electric power for operating 
machines, was n gain that could be felt In 
the very bonij and marrow. Tho regulat-
ing of deposits for toolB abolished another 
hardship. A closkmaker suffering starva-
tion for months, upon finding employment, 
had to hunt Tor sums of $3.00 and SG.00 
to deposit wltb tho employer for the tools 
ho was to use. Prom pressers a much 
larger security was exacted. In practice 
this amountod to n payment for the privi-
lege of securlog the Job; and tho difficulty 
of having these sums refunded upon their 
leaving the firm's employ, was a hardship 
Just as oppressive. The protocol fixed 
$1.00 as the sum of this deposit, for which 
tho employer was required to glvo a formal 
rocolpt, and Introduced similar Improve-
ments. These reforms cannot be overes-
timated. They have modernUed the trade. 
Add tho fifty-hour week, thu preferential 
shop and the Board of Sanitary Control 
and It must be granted that the reforms 
wore of profound significance. True, cer-
tain provisions in the protocol proved 
vexations, causing contention and dissatis-
faction In the Union and Imparting Im-
petus to angry attacks on the protocol. 
In reality, however, the cause of the 
dissatisfaction with the protocol lay with-
out, rather tftan within It, It was to be 
found in the condition of the Industry and 
of the workers therein. The sores bad to 
be healod a t their source. The mere scrap 
of paper was not responsible for them. 
This brings t>* to a consideration of an 
1 I-
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aspect in the protocol on which It Is nec-
essary to dwell lit H M length, because 
It * u owing thereto that tho protocol bad 
been abrogated, and It was precisely this 
that Major Mltchel's Council concadsd to 
Essentially, the eontravsrsy ranged 
fcroand foar points, all closely connected 
together. These were—oor insistence on 
a standard oi prices; restricting the em-
ployer's arbitrary right of discharging em-
ptoyees; restricting bis right to reorganlso 
his shop with the motive of discharging 
employees and our claim for a Just dis-
tribution of work In slack seasons. 
The protocol established In every shop 
a price committee with a shop chairman 
as spokesman. The committee is elected 
by too workers of the shop, and Its func-
tion Is to determine the piece prices of 
garments to be made to the factory. 
Usually, prolonged haggling between tho 
employer and the Vrlce committee pre-
ceded the price fixing. 
What was the result? Why this: 
Prices for one and the same garment vs-
rled In every shop. The stranger party 
at the bargaining invariably prevailed. 
Our Union controls some 1.000 shops In 
Kew York; yet it was not the Onion that 
controlled the prices but 2,000 separate 
"antons," .each shop acting Independently 
Of the other. 
This method had a doubly-unfortunate 
effect on the condition of tho trade. If 
the employer thought that the price was 
too high, he left the employees the con-
templation of the price, and sent the gar-
ments to be made elsewhere; not to his 
contractor, as on former occasional tor 
according to the protocol be was responsi-
ble for the labor conditions under which 
the contractor made his work, but to the 
own-manufacturer to whom he iamiahed 
the doth In rolls Instead of having It cut 
to alio as furnished to the contractor. On 
the Union discovering the ownership of 
the cloth and calling the owner to account. 
the manufacturer would maintain* that be 
had sold the cloth to the sub-manufac-
turer. Some manufacturers bad tho ma-
terial sent to the aub-f»ctory direct from 
the mill. Their garments would thus be 
made at a price lower than that fined by 
the price committees In the Inside shops; 
for in the sub-factory a different price 
committee was free to fix prices at 
. discretion. 
Thus a system-of cut-throat 
1
 was being fostered which recoiled on 
manufacturer themselves. Naturally the 
Union with Its tens of thousands of m&uf-
bers suffered most, because the standard 
of prices etas sinking lower and lov.. -
Yet tho manufacturers blamed the Union 
for the growth of the sub-manufacturing 
' system. This system afforded tbe manu-
facturers one way of circumventing the 
union conditions established by tbe pro-
tocol. 
Another way was to hold In 
workers Inside the fsctorlee. 
Active and loyal members of the pr| 
committee, who Incurred-the employer's 
displeasure by reason of Iholr firm stand 
at price bargaining, might expect to be 
discharged sooner or Inter, or possibly 
right after the season, deliberately or on 
tho pretext that the manufacturer Intended 
to diminish the volume of his business and 
reorganise his shop. In that case the 
working force must be reduced, and tbe 
reduction hit those who courageously de-
fended the Interests of their brothers in 
tbe shop. Or, if not sent away, another 
sort of reckoning is reserved for loyni 
union men. At the end of the season tho 
bundles of work.become rarer for th«m: 
the manufacturer divides both quantity 
and Quality among his cringing, flatter-hit; 
favorites. While the union men which h>> 
regards with disfavor sit at empty work 
tabus. 
The close connection between tbe afore-
said four abuses-—price settlements, dis-
charges, ahoP reorganisation and distribu-
tion of work—Is smply illustrated. Where 
the workers displayed a firm spirit and so 
managed at price bargaining to secure a 
higher price per garment they were vlattvd 
by either one of the ttiree above-speclfled 
punish menta. 
Such wore the Inner sores. The out-
ward sores we know already; namely, the 
cancerous growth of the tub-shops wfairh 
have been flourishing under the direct su-
pervision of the manufacturers and for 
which they throw the blame on the Union. 
Against all this the protocol contained 
one ao-called safeguard—a provision en-
joining tho employer not to discriminate, 




W u this a proper safeguard? Let us 
nee: 
The onus of proving tbit a cortaln em-
ployee was discriminated against, devolved 
mi toe Union. Now, such proof could only 
be advanced In case an employee had been 
discharged while being « member of the 
price committee or Immediately after. 
What proof, however, could the Union 
furnish in the case df a member who had 
no official connection with the price com-
mlliee, but who Incurred ibe euiplujor'n 
displeasure for making suggestions to tbe 
price committee? How could the Union 
prove conclusively that he had been pun-
for bis loyalty to t ie organization? 
the safe-guard of the protocol against 
discrimination was Ineffective Is Indicated 
by the fact that the more active spirits 
among the workers of shops finally de-
clined to serve on price committees. This 
resulted In the lowering of prices and de-
terioration of working conditions in moBt 
cloak shops. 
Not a word was contained In the pro-
tocol In regard to tbe employer's unre-
stricted right to reorganiie his shdp and 
equal distribution of work in slow seasons. 
Equal distribution of work had been cus-
imary prior to the Introduction of the 
)1; yet It was under Its dispensation 
it employers tried to abolish the custom. 
Such a state of affaire spelt ruin for tbe 
Inion. On one hand the sub-shops, -which 
systematically wrought havoc In all higher 
union conditions; on the other hand the 
destructive effect of discrimination, which 
practically crippled the Union in the shop. 
The only alternative left to the Union was: 
Waging war against all Uese evils or go 
ouUit existence. 
Obviously -the interpreters of th« pro-
tocol were much mistaken In the view that 
Indispensable reforms could result from 
construing some of Its provisions. The 
trade Itself bad to bo reformed. First of 
all It was necessary to get the sub-shops 
out of the way. 
But to effect this reform single-handed 
was beyond the power of the Union. It 
necessitated tho combined efforts of both 
aides—the Union and Association. 
Three years ago when tbe Union called 
n.generanl&iko in the suh-ehops, the em-
ployers of tho Association withdrew the 
ontlre work from these shops Into the In-
side factories and thus compelled, our 
members to act as strike breakers againi 
their own brothers. The'latter with th 
wives and children were starving while the 
former worked overtime. Under such con-
ditions it was impossible to tight the sub-
shops to a finish. 
By turning out of the shops energetic 
and enterprising workers, the employers 
drive them into sub-manufacturing, which 
requires comparatively small capital. Thus. 
with their own hands, they sow tbe weeds 
that (in- destined to -|ni-,il tliulr lujurluun 
effect.over the entire trade market. My 
experience tends to show that a large 
number of petty bosses vera at one time 
good union men. 
Clearly, so long as th# activity of the 
Manufacturers' Association tended to spite 
the Union, so long most the sub-shops 
remain. 
The Union, therefore, devoted tu entire 
attention and energy to gel a clearer un-
derstanding with the Association. To ren*-
der discrimination Impossible, the provi-
sion of the protocol relating thereto had 
to bo strengthened, and we proposed an 
addition that an employee has a right to 
complain against nny wrongful discharge. 
We presented this request to the former 
Hoard of Arbitration, and the Board rulod? 
"that no employee who can be considered 
a regular employee should be discharged 
unfairly or wlthont reasonable grounds." 
We agreed with this ruling. But the 
Association found a loophole to render It 
nugatory. "Regular," they said, referred 
to a cloakmaker employed fifty-two weeks 
in the year. Bot such cloakmakera are 
very scarce; only a small percentage of 
them may be found. To us the term 
"regular cloakmakers" refers to a worker 
who has not temporarily left any trade to 
engage In cloakmaklng. The question was 
again submitted to the Board of Arbitra-
tion, and, fearing that Its decision would 
be in favor of the Union, the Association 
used an insignificant stoppage a t Schwartz 
Jt Company as a pretext for abrogating 
the protocol a few days before the Board 
of Arbitration was to meet In session. 
That la our history insofar as onr rela-
tions with the Association were concerned. 
Then we began making our own history. 
We felt that falling to carry through this 
and several other points we might place 
the existence of our Union In jeopardy, 
and so we started testlag our strength. 
.-
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ID spite of the terrible blow aimed at as 
recently, la 'the arrest and Imprisonment 
of some of onr most active comrade* on 
concocted and absurd charges, tho Union 
managed to demonstrate u* power through 
its nunieroua well-attended meetings, par-
ticularly tha impressive moating at Madi-
son Square Garden. Tear* of devotion and 
aelt-aacrlflce of many active men In the 
movement succeeded In brlnglug together 
an Immense crowd of workers and welded 
them Into a solid mass determined to se-
cure Justice. 
Our hands were now free- The se t t l e -
men of the Association had abrogated the 
protocol. We availed ourselves of this 
freedom and draw up a series of requests. 
via.: 
Brerr union man wrongfully discharged, 
not only for union activity, should be en-
titled to hsve his case ^ried by an Impartial 
person; a standard price of 7S cents for 
operators and 60 cents for finishers should 
be established to give tone and direction 
to price committees; Impartial price ex-
• perts. paid by the Union and appointed 
with the. approval of lha association. 
should at all times havo a right to control 
prices; these exports should constitute a 
kind of Jo in tboard , after the manner of 
the Joint Board of Sanitary Control; an 
advance In wages to week workers, equal 
distribution of work in alack seasons, no 
re-organiiation of shops on false pretences 
aad several other requests. 
Wa marshalled our forces with the re-
quisite effect. It now remained for us to 
gain public opinion, and we succeeded. 
Our industry Is one of tho moat Important 
in the State of Now York. The entire 
population of the State Is keenly alive t o 
the necessity that our Industry shall flour-
ish aad the workers engaged therein shall 
earn a proper livelihood. 
l a addressing our requests to 
elation we Indirectly appealed to the im-
partial public and Its official representa-
tives. We offered to submit our request* 
t o arbitration and pledged ourselves lu 
advance t o aWde by the decision. 
The Association felt bound to -respect 
qur proposition. Then the demonstrat 
of our potential power In the short iut 
val. during which our relations were 
ered, warned the employers of grave 
albll'tiea, and they agreed to arbll 
lion. 
Mayor Mltchel's Council of Conciliation 
found In our favor. Our requests, with 
slight changes—?0 instead q.f 76 cents for 
operators, 60 Instead of 60 cents for fin-
ishers and an advance lu wages to the 
week workers—were granted. 
Aside from tola, the machinery which 
Is to do duty under the new agreement and 
Insure Its proper working. Is much simpler 
than the superseded machinery of tho pro-
tocol. H will giro better and more effi-
cient eerTlee, 
The Councils findings also concede 
tho employers privileges that we never 
wished to take from them. We have al-
waye recognized the right of the employers 
to discharge employees for incompetence, 
Inefficiency, Insubordination, etc. We did 
not desir© a permanent tenure of employ-
ment for every worker. 
The concessions to the workers above 
enumerated have a value which cannot be 
sufficiently appreciated. On comparing 
them with similar provisions of the old 
protocol, our gain la easily perceived. 
If we only succeed In carrying them Into 
practice, we shall soon be in a position to 
place our t rade on a sound basla and afford 
the cloakmabera an opportunity to work 
and live Like human beings. 
A 
Biographical Sketches rades 
Br H. LANC 
INTRODUCTORY 
labor movement on the Bast 
Side ha* of late years grown strong and 
powerful, and has called fortli general ad-
miration. 
Yeara-ago our movement possessed en-
ttnislacm only. Now it Is also possessed 
of solid experience. 
We bave gone through many vicissi-
tudes. Our ship haa been tossed by purg-
ing, mountainous billows that threatened 
to submerge ua, and we have also bad nor-
mal periods.of tranquility that flowed like 
peaceful brooks between sunny hills and 
meadows. 
We have waged great strikes, titanic 
struggle* tbat looked like tremendous 
popular uprisings. Our administrators and 
mutagen bave ceased to be mere men of 
the moment. They are not only preachors 
of the Anal emancipation of the workers, 
but also competent loaders, practical men 
of affair*, employing tact and diplomacy 
in every move. Our organized life baa bo-
come a factor in the community. 
We bave been, however, exempt from 
one thing. Heretofore our enemies have 
not. In sheer nervous desperation, sought 
to embroil us in serloua lawsuits. We 
have never faced a conspiracy agaSnet US 
In the courts that should afford our people 
an opportunity to unite In load protest, 
not only agnlnat their economic masters 
but likewise against the "'political rulers 
of their lives." Now, we are going through 
even this ordeal. 
The office of the District Attorney of 
New York baa recently made an Inept 
and stupid attempt to fasten a series of 
fMmlnal acts on a number of our brave 
leaders and loyal members of our move-
mi-m. Right of these men have been be-
hind bara in the Tomba for twelve weeks, 
hut finally released on hail. Others are 
awaiting trial on minor charges which art-
supported bs^go-callcd evidence—a tissue 
of falsehoods^obtained from self-Confess. 
o»i criminals, creatures of tho undorworld, 
and countenanced by the sensational praam. 
1 propose at this opportune moment to 
Place before the reader In brief outline 
character sketches of our so-called "crim-
inals." These biographical Jottings w 
enable our readers and members of our 
unions to glance back to the surroundings 
of their earlier years ami survey the field 
of their recent activities which have fur-
nished the enemies of labor with a pretext 
to accuso them of crimes. 
There la yet another consideration. 
Those men have been moving within our 
own entourage. They have not b««n Im-
ported Into tho movement from without, 
hut have risen from the ranks, and there-
fore constitute'an epoch, so to say. The 
future chroniclers of our movement will 
bave to tako thorn Into account. In tbla 
sense more than usual Interest attaches to 
tho story of'their lives and characters. 
MORRIS SIGMAN 
Morris Sigman, tho general secretary-
treasuror of tho International Utdlos' Gar-
ment Workers' Union, was born In Bess-
arabia, Russia, and was brought up amid 
mercantile surroundings. Grain products 
are the htaplo Industry of that part of the 
world. Those surroundings no doubt 
helped to mold his character and impart 
to it a cautious and energetic element. 
For those who know Sigman personally 
have observed that reflection and fore-
thought enter Into all his actions, b«-these 
actions ordinary office work, meeting his 
fellow workers or employers In conference, 
or arbitrating with 'manufacturers, His Is 
essentially an analytical mind. Every step 
before being taken must be dlwectod and 
explained In detail. Even where one can-
not agree with him, one clearly under-
stands what be Is driving at and must 
respect hts opinions. Yet, though reflw-
tlvo be Is never absent minded. This is far 
from SIgtnans energetic and restless 
nature. 
Sigman left his native country and emi-
grated to England in 190J. There he flrst 
started working In the ladles' garment 
trade and soon became active in tho labor 
movement In which ho has slnco worked 
with bis accustomed energy, zeal and de-
liberation. 
Hla sojourn in England was brisf, and 
be arrived In New York in 1903. Here 
he first fell in.with the radical tendencies 
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that the young Immigrant* brought with 
thorn from Russia. One of these waa to 
look askanse at the trade unions of tola 
country; their Angora moved too alow on 
the dock of time, and their methods did 
not appeal to bis energetic nature. Upon 
the subsequent coming Into existence of 
the I. W: W., Slgman waa flred with an- , 
thuslasm'for thia movement It waa now. 
It talked of the necessity for continual . 
action. It waa praclaely the thing ha longed 
for. 
But ha waa destined to be dlalllualoned, 
Hla reflective mood soon led him to dis-
tlngulah between mere talk about aotlon . 
and the action jhat must be organised to 
be successful. Open maturer Judgement It 
was borne in upon him that the apparently 
alow-morlng unions act with deliberation, 
and therefore more effectually and with 
better resQlta. 
Accordingly he left the t, W. W. and 
entered the International Ladle*' Garment 
Workers' Union, taking with him the 
entire independent organization of cloak 
pressors, among whom Slgman and his 
colleague* exercised considerable influence. 
It did not take long before Slgman began 
to count in the councils of the International 
and the Joint Board of the Cloak and Skirt-
makers' Union. 
In 1909 Slgman represanUd the Cloak 
Presser*' Local la the Joint Board, and as 
soon aa the agitation for a general atrlke 
In the cloak and salt industry assumed 
extensive proportions, and the cloak 
makers began pouring into Che union en 
masse, meat of ability and energy to devote 
themselves to the work of the union were 
required and he waa chosen as one of 
them. In 1910 Slgman waa one of the 
leaders or the historic general strike, and 
after peace bad been concluded he waa 
appointed one of the several office man-
agers of the Cloak Makers' Union. The 
Toronto convention of the International, in 
191a, had elected him second vicc-presl-
dent, and immediately thereafter be was 
assigned to the New England «,tate* as 
general organiser. There he did effective 
work, paving the way for the cloak 
makers' strike in Boston in 1913, and the 
wage improvements and union conditions 
then gained as a result. 
During l U S Slgman was elected •eers-
tary-treasurar by his local union—the 
Cleek Prwsere. No. 3B. His special 
knowledge and experience of this brancfa 
of trad* gave him an insight into tho needs 
and requirements of tho pressors, who are 
recognized as the hardest workers In to* 
cloak industry. Us saw that to prove 
effective and of permanent value to the 
workers, the Union must not only Improve 
their shop conditions but must become an 
important element In their lives. The union , 
must bo the1 worker* haven of refuge; Ji > 
must afford them relief In slckne** and 
distress; lt^must afford them facilities for 
education and for mental development. 
He did not fall to impress those Ideas on 
the members of his local on every available 
occasion, until with the assistance of bis 
colleague* on the Local Executive Board 
he succeeded In Introducing sick and con-
sumption benefits and a special lending 
library, controlled by a committee of tbe 
local. These features have proven a boon 
to the members. Other locals of the In-
ternational have since followed In the 
wake of the Preesera' Union and have in-
troduced similar beneDclary features. 
While this good work was being per-
fected, Slgman and his colleagues. Men 
and stupnlker. were made the victims of a 
black conspiracy with the aim of directing 
a blow at the Cloak' Makers' Union. They 
were arrested In March, 1914, on so-
called evidence furnished by a scab-pro-
tecting agency fnvieague with hostile em-
ployers, that they bad been concerned in 
a case of murder that had occurred In 
1910. Clearly the object of the conspira-
tors was to deprive the nnlon of the ser-
vices of these comrades and cause de-
moralisation In the ranks. 
Our attorneys, however, succeeded In 
showing the unfounded natare of the evi-
dence against them and they were released 
on ball. This happened just prior to tho 
International Convention held In Cleveland, 
In June, 1914, to which Sigmao went ai 
a delegate from hi* local, and was elected 
general secretary-treasurer of the Inter-
national. 
* *( * 
A yew's work In connection w 
office has proven that the con 
selected the right man. 
His caution and plan-like action, the as-
siduity with which be pursue* Ideas tend-
ing to Improvement, at once stamp him 
as the right man In the right place. 
The constitution of every organization 
SKITEMHK*. |1>I5 
prescribes :he dune* of t u onicers. nut 
in a responsible office like this the officer 
Is often obliged to act not only In the 
letur but la the spirit or tha constitution. 
This Implies the pOhBeealon of original 
Ideal with which Slgmaa li gifted. It Im-
plies executive ability, devotion and self-
sacrifice — qualities which Slgman hae 
brought to bear on hla work. Another 
requisite la the gift of personality—deal-
ing with and exercising infiucnco over 
men. This, too, enter* into hla character. 
Slgman has introduced several import-
ant Improvements Into his department. 
owing to hla. energy the financial depart-
ment or ' the International has been placed 
on a more cystoma tic basis. Even In finan-
cial mat ter ! the International and i ts locals 
are more closely kni t together now than 
over before. The general office IK taking a 
direct Interest In the management of local 
nuances, and Is In frequent communication 
with financial secretaries and bookkeepers 
through Its general auditor. Slgman has 
done much to crystallie this system and 
has given close attention to every minute 
detail of hla work, with the result that 
his department In In the boat order. 
In addl tbn to alt this, Slgman Is active 
m other fields. ru-TBl 
organizing work, speaks a t meetings and 
takes a personal Interest In the affairs of 
every Iocs'. He adjusts dispute*, both 
with employer* and among the worke 
The acopo and quality of his work 
known to all who come in frequent con-
tact with him. 
On Saturday, August 7, Slgman. who had 
been recommitted to the Tombu a second 
time In May last In connection with the 
same charge, was again released on ball, 
together with the seven comrades who 
had been accused with him. It la auf-
flclent to qsote here the words of Supreme 
Court Justice Ford In admitt ing them 
ball: 
"The evidence against them, as shown 
by the minutes of the Grand Jury which 
held the defendants, 1B, to say the least. 
Inconclusive as to all. and of questional* 
probative force as to most." 
This Instlres all and sundry In the final 
triumph of Justice. The ca t l re charge 
against these Innocent men may soon col-
lapse like fl'tiouse of cards. 
Brief sketches of Vice-President *•* 
and Organizer Julius Wolf will b% 
In future lisues of thin Journal. 
The Philadelphia Waist, Silk Suit 
Children's Dressmakers 
BT A. SILVER 
At a recent meeting of the Executive 
Hoard of our local we have been discussing 
aeme of the pressing needB and problems of 
our trade. The meeting was quite stormy 
and opinions wero a t var iance 
One of the girl members of the Board, 
In apeakins of the different elements of 
workera of which our Union Is formed, 
expressed. herself In the following way: 
"Our main difficulty |n approaching the 
workera In the t rade consists in the fact 
that wo have to deal with people who re-
quire not oiganizatlon, but rather reorgani-
zation." 
For an outsider tola remark may appear 
lo be not altogether Bound frpm a theo-
retical point of view, as the notion prevails 
that it la much easier to talk, "organisa-
tion" to peJTJJrc who have already at ouo 
time belonged to the Union, and have 
tered the A. U. C. of organization prol 
Such people are supposed to be ripe and 
ready for action a t the very first call. 
But the man on the Inside, who has 
passed through all the initial stages of the 
work, will understand the full meaning of 
this "reorganisation." He fully appreci-
ates the task of the uiaii or woman who 
would coma to a mass of workers who a t 
one time ware the chief sponsors and built 
ers, as well a s the grave-diggers of tl 
own union, and ring before them tl 
pralsen and advantages of an organliatlon. 
You may talk to them with all the, enthusi-
asm your s»ul is capable of, you may nrguc 
until your throat la dry and your lips are 
parched and they atlll look at you BB upon 
an ldlo spouter. "What aro all thoaft • t o r l « 
. • 
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for?" you plainly read In their impatient 
faces. We know all these fairy tales. we. 
•eve had a union a l ready!" Such were my 
first experience* when. 1 to t out on my 
mission a few months ago to organize the 
waist and dressmakers In the city of Phila-
delphia. 
The story la as follows: 
St* years ago. ID 1»0», when the waist 
and dress trade In New York went through 
the famous strike, these people had a gen-
eral strike here too. It would Involve- a 
great deal ot time end space to tell tn de-
tail the circumstances nnder which that 
strike was called. One thing, howsver, 
must be stated—that strike which hi still 
lingering in the minds and hearts of the 
Philadelphia walstmakers was neither * • « 
organised nor prepared. It appears that as 
the air was a t that time surcharged with 
excitement and enthusiasm, a call from 
New York was sufficient to bring about the 
walkout. It took a few organizers only a 
couple of days to tnnillt 'confidence Into the 
workers, and w h e n c e word was given the 
major part of the trad* became paralysed. 
But a response of such a nature does not 
always spell success, a i d so, while It Was 
not hard under the circumstances to create 
a stir (or a general strike. It proved to be 
mighty difficult to hold in line the mass 
of unorganized workers for a long while. 
The artificially created enthusiasm lasted 
only for a week or two and the strike soon 
!became demoralised. Shop after shop be-
gan to break away and amidst general dis-
content the strike was somehow "settled." 
it stood to rsason that after such a 
"settlement" the conditions of the workers 
In the shops has even become worse than 
before the strike, and the antipathy of the 
workers to the U i t o m n * corresponding-
ly. Even now, after six years havo passed, 
than I came to the Philadelphia waist-
makers to talk organization they met my 
arguments with m-coacealed distrust' and 
lack of confidence. 
The Milk Soft Makers 
These workers have maintained a local 
union of their own. Local No. 56. for-rsa-
sons that 1 am unable to grasp even now^ 
I hear that they bars a t one time had quite 
a strong organisation. But the decline of 
the WalstmakenT Union has weakened 
them, too. and little by UKls thsy dwindled 
down to almost nothing. YYncn 1 
to their meeting to talk about reorganis-
ing the trade and about amalgamating with 
toe walstmakers* local. I was met with vol-
leys of bitter contention against the in-
ternational Union, and personal Insinua-
tions against' "'paid organizers and speak-
ers." And to be sure, all those who fell 
so embittered were not people who have nt 
any time betrayed their union, but bono*! 
and sincere workers who were driven to 
such skeptical views by the logic of unfor-
tunate events In the past. 
The Children'* I>re*«ruakers 
These people never yet had the pangs of 
a lost union, nor the storm and fight of a 
general strike, and It Is small wonder th 
the employers of the trade felt towards 
their workers like the lords of old towards 
their chattel slaves. About two years ago 
some children's dressmakers got together 
and formed a little organization without 
the aid of the International Union. The 
United Hebrew Trades In Philadelphia took 
a hand In the matter and advised them 
to get Into the walstmakers' local, which 
thsy did. 
Yet, there seems to be a silvery lining 
to every cloud. While the mass of work-
ors in the trade seeraedvapsthetlc and unre-
sponsive, there were among them a group 
of staunch and loyal workers who for years 
have fought with desperate stubbornness 
for the life of their Union, and these belnR 
also members of the Executive Board wen-
never found wanting when emerg;encle« 
arose, even to the extent of personal losses 
and sacrifices. This Executive Board w 
the only source of encouragement that ke 
up my spirits during my first days In PM 
delpbia end gave me Inspiration far f 
ther work. 
Osr Growth 
In the course of three or four mon 
we have succeeded In removing all the o 
stactee that were In our way. The die 
of the workers towards the Union fans v 
Ished completely/and now they Join 
Union with faith and confidence in 
future. A great deal of credit for the 
markable growth of the Union must 
attributed to the work of our Organize 
Committee. This committee consists of 50 
loyal members who hold weekly meetl 
at which plans are laid out and nc 
upon, i Tt Is a matter of sincere delight 
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me to attend the meetings of this commit-
tee mad to watch the enthusiasm with 
which they take up their talks. The suc-
cess of each mass meeting and or all our 
undertakings are the direct results of the 
beehive activity of these men and women. 
Tt»e Asaertcan Hmncb 
Tho English-speaking women have ai-
way* kept aloof from the organisation, 
even when tho walstraakers had controlled 
the Philadelphia trade. To be sure, this 
attitude of the Gent lip workers was the 
bl«; stumbling
 ;Mo*lt In the way of the or-
gaaised Jewish workers. We have, bow-
ever, broken down this prejudice now; our 
American Branch aaabers a few hundreds' 
of semhtrs . aad with the assistance of 
Miss Row Schneider man. who has given 
all her time to this branch for the last row 
month*, the future of this branch Is a,- , 
•ured. 
Our Tlcnlc 
We bad our annual outing on the 3 
of July and the crowds that attended 
were extraordinarily large. They 
saw such an outpouring of people 
picnic here in Philadelphia, and practically 
all these thousands came from the ranks 
of our own trades. The joy of tho nipm-
bora was Indescribable, as apart from the 
financial sueceas this large attendance a l u 
meant a moral victory. We have gained a 
number of new members at this picnic and 
it had a vary favorable effect on the su 
quent member meetings. ^ L 
Until now the Union haa already had a 
tew small and some larger strikes. MOM 
of these were due to acts of discrimina-
tion on the part of employers against some 
active Union people in their shops. All 
our strikes were successful and have made 
a strong impression on the rank and Ble 
of our membership and the slogan anions 
our people hero to-day Is: "New York has 
fought and won, when Is our next?" 
New Jersey Problems 
•y H DUBtNSKY 
Up to the time of the abr Ration of the 
protocol we had made satisfactory progress 
In our o.-ganlzlne work In the state of New 
Jersey. The number of non-union sub-
maaafacturers kept on the decline. * Ws 
were more than sure that tho sub-manufac-
turing problem in New Jersey was being 
sotted. Shop after ahop fell under the 
I'niou's ban. and 'as soon as - an unfair 
shop became unionised, that shop ceased 
to cndat-M a detriment to union shop, 
outside ot New Jeasey. The owners of 
such shopsbegan to realize that there waa 
no escape from the Union even in New 
Jersey, aad thefr crusade against the or-
wbJeh had at tinea 
attitude towords th* 
g« of organising work. 
turers factories and electric powt 
charge, and In particular a promise to keep 
union activities In chock. Thus wo losi 
some ground, and our (activities were 
checked for the Urae being. It Is not an 
easy proposition to Dght the combined 
forces of the employer, the city or town 
authorltlos, and the indifferent employees 
of the sort that IB found on Now Jersey 
soil. I will only do my duty in statins. 
that If not for the active co-operation ot 
organised labor In Now Jersey, Heaven 
knows where we would have landed. 
The Hudson County Central Labor Union 
came oat strong against the new comers 
who were making New Jersey the lighting I 
spot agniiist our'Union In New York. Tin* 
local did likewise, and this went a Ions 
[.protocol was abrogated, way to help us. There Is no doubt In mj 
general strike was mind that the lost ground will be rocov 
manufacturers-— fired as MOD OO the' general •Utiatlon In 
but legitimate th- Industry 'will assume Its normal aspecr. 
New Jersey. For after aH, it Is not very profitable to 
Cities, towns and hamlets desirous o$se*- manufacture cloaks and suits in towns end 
mg business developed In their locsllttra hamlets, even in New Jersey, continually 
pieced -si the disposal of such manufac- haunted by the fear that "the Union Will 
• . ; . " - - . 
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get tbem Anally." What really appears 
lo be *ery dangorous and threatening IB 
the strange attitude of the outside work-
era to the Inside workers. The outalde 
workers refuito point blank to maintain 
the standard of wages laid down by Mayor 
Mitchel's Council of* Conciliators. They 
claim that as long as they are unable to 
find employment In Inside shops, and are 
forced to seek employment outside, they 
must accept lower wages. They contend 
that should the outside workers Insist upon 
the standard, all the work will remain In 
the Inside shops. Here wo hare a prob-
lem which must be solved by practical 
application of plans. As long as no solu-
tion Is found we shall keep on hammering 
only to hear the echo as a voice In the 
wilderness. 
Unity must exist botweeu all the workers 
engaged in the Industry; the Inside worker 
must make some arrangoment for his 
brother who la forced to seek his bread In 
the outside shop. , 
In Newark Miss Craig has been conduct-
ing a vigorous agitation, spreading trade 
unionism among the waist and white goods 
workers. The field Is ripe for material 
resiitt*. and the local Is not In a position lo 
take a step on Its own Initiative that would 
involve a considerable number of workers 
In a strike. The employers In Newark are 
vigilant, and aa soon as they discover that 
any of their employees have joined the 
Union the employee la discharged Imme-
diately. We had a number of cases where 
union girls lost their Jobs and the locnl 
union was helpless and unable to render 
ihem assistance. Wo must bear in mind 
that the big locals In Now York have 
achieved thsfs* present standing only after 
one or two general strikes. When we look 
Into the history of our larger locals wo 
find that years of untold effort and sacri-
fice broueht about their present prosperous 
existence. Furthermore. New York is a 
center of activity, and the steady hammer-
ing by the various labor groups had a tell-
ing effect. In Newark no such agitation 
exists. The majority of the employees In 
the waist and white goods' factories con-
sider themselves superior to the 'so-called 
foreign element, and the union was not 
very appealing lo them. 
r • 
Should our general office In conjui 
with locals No. 25 and 62 make a 
blned effort In lending Newark the! 
slstance, there Is no doubt in my mind that 
the response of the Newark girls will \\>-
hearty. The manufacturers will lake 
notice and the probabilities are that New-
ark will enjoy Union -conditions. 
RESOLUTIONS 
"At a regular meeting of the Legal De-
fence Committee of Cleveland, recently, 
the following resolutions were unanimous-
"Whereas, A number of labor leadei 
have boen arrested In New York chari 
with serious crimes Including murder in 
the first degree; 
"Whereas. The evidence on which the 
Indictments wore returned consists of ac-
cusation" made by self-confessed crlmlnalB 
and gangsters against well-known men of 
honesty and unblemished character and 
reputation; 
"Whereas , Thtrite M i n e iwlf-confOMf-tl 
criminals. Implicating themselves In the 
crimes thoy charge the labor leaders with 
committing, are free while some of the 
latter wore in jail, ball being denied them; 
'•Whereas."The indictments returned are 
for acts alleged to have been perpetrated 
In 1910, and at tho namo time* garment 
manufacturers all over the country arc 
making attempts lo prejudice the public 
against organized labor In general and the 
Ladles' Garment Workers' Union in par-
ticular; therefore, be It 
"Resolved. That In view of the afore-
said fact»K we chargo that tho accusations 
made against these labor leaders are part 
of a general scheme to discredit organised 
labor, to deplete lis treasuries by costly 
defense of its leaders, and thus Incapacitate 
tho toilers In the struggle Tor the right, 
and we pledge ourselveo to aid morally 
and financially In the Wort to prove the 
innocence of these men. 
"Wo also call upon lovers of liberty and 
friends of labor to join in the movement 
to demand a fair trial for these men." 
•MBBHa 
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THE CONVICTION OF LAWSOK 
by fee l»dsea' (fwrarai Cotton 
Locwl, No. 10 
Wnareaa, John R. Ijawdon. an organiser 
of the United; tftoe Workers of America, 
has oaui convicted of a crime he h u B o w 
committed, and 
;. Whereas, U h a . developed that Mi eon: 
vicilon baa beea prearranged by the hired 
henchmen of the Rockefeller Interests, who 
comprised the Jary, and that the presidio* 
Juatieo. Granby Hlllyer, waa formerly and 
Qp to the time of the trial In the employ 
of the coal companies, which Inevitably 
precipitated tho conviction of this noble 
man. fighting for Justice and the humane 
treatment of the down-trodden mine work-
ers, and 
Whareaa. It » u conclusively eettbllebed 
tha t the findings of the Jury were based 
upon hatred, prejudice and direct orders of 
the "Powers That Be," the Jury disagree-
ing and arriving at the verdlet only upon 
express orders of the court, a parallel-
which can be found only in the history of 
the dark age*, and 
Whereas, being cognisant of the. peraecn-
tlon John R. Lavwaon was ijibjected to. In 
taking the foregoing tats Into eon*id«Ta-
tibn. and knowing the attltode of the 
Rockefeller Interests towards the working 
class hi ge&ersvl and organized labor (n 
particular—all which tend to •ubstaotlato 
guilt; thereto the doubt of Lawson'a 
be it 
Resolved, that we, tho undersigned, rep-
resenting an organisation of 10,000 men In 
executive session assembled, do hereby de-
clare our belief In the. Innocence of John 
R- Uwaon. and be it further 
Resolved, that we hereby condemn 
indict the Rockefeller Interests of 
spiring against our brother with a view 
of murdering him In cold blood, as the) 
did women and children In Ludlow, Col-
orado, and be It further 
Resolved, that we call upon t 
ernor of the Stato of Colorado to 
official Influence to remove from th 
of bfs state the stigma of murder and 
persecution which has been stamped there 
by the conviction of John R. Lawson, and 
we pledge our moral and financial support 
toward the effort of vindicating John R. 
Law»on and setting him free. 
Resolved, that a copy of these resolu-
tions be spread upon the minutes, a copy 
sent to the public pressf a copy to the 
Governor of Colorado, a copy to President 





JOHN C. RYAN, 
President. 
' 
Successful Experiments in Industrial 
From Her Report to the Recent Convention of the Women'! Trade Union 
By MRS. RAYMOND ROBINS 
(National PrealOent) 
. It Is interesting to note that the great 
co-©i*rnti*» movement of England and 
Europe began in the difficult years ot4»44-
4I-49, to the midst of sofferlng. want and 
hunger. In asking you to consider briefly 
•few moments the co-operative move-
ment, I ask yon to remember that 1 am 
not making a plea for any specific form of 
co-operative work. Bach country In Europe 
has met its own difficulties and Us own 
problems In Its own way. We In America 
will meet our difficulties and our problems 
Jn our way; bat . l a asking you to consider 
some of the manifestations of this co-
operative .movement. I wish you to know 
that In my Judgment Us chief service He* 
In tho attempts to realise In the form of 
self-govern I ng workshops the ideal of H 
democratic control of industry, Whether, 
therefore. I speak of co-operative stores In 
Great Britain and KuropeoX of the co-
operative loan and credit societies and the 
co-operative banks or of the co-operative 
dairies and other farm organizations, I 
sak yon to remember with me that the 
ideal of democratic control In ludustrv 
underlies all these efforts. 
Surely, there could not be found ev#n 
• 
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o-day greater Industrial depression or 
iiioro difficult dayt than the weavers of 
Kocbdale bad to meet In tho "hungry 
forties." Unemployment followed upon 
bard times. With an astonishing certainty 
of conviction that they would find a "way 
out," twelve of these weavers pledged 
ihomselves to sot aside twopence a week 
for Y fund with which to start their own 
co-operative stores. A little while lator 
forty men formed the Equitable Pioneer 
Society and their twopence a week were 
raised to threepence a week. They lived 
In the little town of Rochdale, hut were 
so widely separated that their appointed! 
collector had to walk twenty miles every 
Sunday to make possible the weekly three-
ponce contribution. At the end of a year 
the groat sum of twenty-eight pounds was 
realized, and with this sum and their 
boundless faith and undauuted courage, 
they started to build a now world. 
Of the vast UDdsruklngH of that co-
operative movement to-day we all know. 
Jh 1844. the Rochdale pioneers at their 
first Toad Lane gathering set aside two 
and a half per cent, of the proflta from 
their stores for the education or the rank 
and die of their members, and In 1908, aa 
a result of this provision, the annual as-
cessment of 1600,000 was placed In tho 
educational fund. Classes In economics. 
citizenship, In the principles, of co-opera-
tion, co-odfjr&tlvo bookkeeping, etc., began 
slowly but In 1908 there were 12,000 
students. 
The People's Banks and Credit Societies 
started In Germany In the "forties" by F. 
W. Relffeisen and Herman Schulxe Deut-
sche, the first, for farmers, and the second 
for townspeople: and In Italy In 1805, by 
Lulgl Luzzattl, at one time premier, cabinet 
member and secretary of the treasury, have 
steadily grown In powor and service. Start-
ing In each instance with a amalL contribu-
tion of one or two dollars from fifty or a 
hundred men of vision, with faith In them-
selves and In their follow workers, these 
People's Banks of Milan, Padna and No-
viro have grown to the output of one bil-
lion dollars yearly; and the nine hundred 
Schulze-Dellzscb* banks, have on annual 
"turn over" of four billion dollars, Tbe 
history of those banks Is the story of demo-
cracy financing itself. 
The value of such financial co-operation 
Is everywhere in evidence and Is finely Il-
lustrated by the work undertaken by the 
Milan Federation of Co-operatives of Pro-
duction and Labor, who In I SOU undertook 
the construction of the great railway ter-
minal In Milan at a cost of forty millions 
of dollars. They are omploylng a distin-
guished engineer as their chief engineer 
for their work, and have elected from 
among their own ranks and memborihlp 
superintendents and foremen. Nor Is this 
rapacity to do groatly through co-operation 
limited to the skilled workman. The Cen-
tral Federation of Carters In Italy repre-
senting tho men who drlvo tho carts and 
collect the gravel along the lowlands of 
the Adriatic, accept to-day provincial and 
communal orders for the construction and 
repair of all roads In the 1'roVinco of 
Bologna, and the grovel supplies for all 
the buildings are now handled through the 
Central Federation. In Ravenna the Co-
operative Masons' Society rented from the 
government extensive marshes at Oalra on 
which to employ, at works of reclamation, 
their own unemployed members. This ex-
periment brought much land successfully 
under cultivation and Rave livelihood for 
a large number of families. Wherever you 
meet working men and women and auk 
them about tholr work and how they 
secured the contract and the necessary 
Kuaranty to obtain It; how they have been 
able to buy tho necessary machinery, they 
wl'I tell you that they are members of a 
Co-operative Bank, that they deposited 
their contract as a security for the loan. 
However splendid these co-operative under-
takings are. It Is yet true that some of tbe 
most Important service Is rendered to tho 
Individual men aitd women members of 
these banks who through their membership 
are entitled to Individual loans, based on 
their character and capacity for work. For 
Instance, a young factory girl realising 
that she could do better If she were given 
a chance to establish her own bakery, a 
work she infinitely preferred, borrowed tho 
sum of two hundred dollars in one of tbe 
smaller cities of Germany with nothing but 
her good word as security. In many other 
Instances, of which I personally know, 
monoy was borrowed from these co-opera-
tive banks for vacations and to tide over 
difficult times during Illness. The whole 
thought underlying these co-oporatlvo 
banks Is that character Is a f reajt asset and 
best security. 
Probably one of the most Interesting at-
THK LAI>IR$' GAKMKNT WORKER 
tempts to Insure to the worker* di'niocratIt-
control ot Industry Is to, be found ED the 
raroous Zeiss optical works at Jena, About 
half a century ago Karl Zeiss, a practical 
mechanic without any scientific training. 
started the work of optics In Jena, in 
I8C6 he asked Ernst Abbe, a you0g pro-
fessor of astronomy at the University of 
Jena, to enter the work with him. Abbe 
became sole owner la 1889. and In I S M 
transferred his fortune to the Karl Zeiss 
Foundation. A Workers' Board (a elected 
(annually by all workers over eighteen years 
of age, and this Workers' Board elects sn 
Executive Committee of seven. The man-
agers draw only salaries and these are 
•ever to exceed ten timet the amount of 
an ordinary workman*! wage. All work-
ers below the heads of departments receive 
among themselves the ultimate net profits. 
Special provision was made by Abbo that a 
portion of the surplus profits should be de-
voted to the promotion of science, to the 
development of the University of Jen*; mod 
for tho benefit of the town. The University 
has gained new professorships and addi-
tional libraries, and the town has been pro-
vided with a splendidly equipped people'* 
hall, a free library, a commercial school. 
a beautiful music hall, and a wbole range 
of rooms for lectures and meetings. One 
other outstanding faet^  It is Interesting to 
note; namely, that both,^elss and Abbe rt 
fused to patent any of their inventions. 
Abbe set himself to work out expert-
maqtaliy the conditions of the labor con-
tract on the assumption that ail human 
beings concerned had a right equally to 
consideration. The hoars of work arc 
eight a day. The works are closed for 
the Christmas holidays and also on the first 
of May, but wages are paid without Inler-
miBslon. In addition every workman Is 
allowed two weeks' vacation with pay. 
Complete provision Is made excluding all 
government aid for sickness, accident, dis-
ablement and old age. After six months' 
probation every workman engaged Is guar-
anteed constant employment and cannot be 
dismissed except for grave misconduct. 
This Is a matter of legal right enforceable 
In the courts of law. 
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: j $ n n ^ nyc6 19 15 . lV3Dy»»VD 9 nyc; 
D j^naanj; 
-app rm fnbM *m p« ;p3"t ysf-yv .otft? 
B»3 TBJ r » IPJ^'U p*t v ^ y t j t n y a ;>K 
*1 i m i ,181 t*#3 -!W31BT3-tt31»C W"P PK 
!1»DB» v i ItfW^ W'31' i m pc "ijrojnoifcB 
»5W *l Dip ,-VWTI D^ VDWU ]Jfb»5r03» UK 
-nw:w ,m»unp3 jqftty ;nif .tyf^ T crns 
^BTp3 JptTWOlBBSlK D *^031KP OJH 1*5 
" i .prupuu ijra^ni «* |p rn ,IB*I ec-vy 
1*38.1 «i t« ,tnpTff33'*K M R IB"* |M«n 
j n r a "»ru* p*p e*3 •OICB 
-WD3MC 1*0*2 
0P"3 DPI IV2**?r 
IT! llC 1VWDFTKB -T JP2«n .OSPS'-ftB 
P C '.»«=W T*5P IPr"K'DlfDB IVOpptSKlB 
T P C S W ;w n»wm *i iP3»*p3m* jy**" ** 
-ivt"-K mSa o*3 ,nc3v i in D*D [yo^nis 
»ny yfeDPW n T«B irnsmB c»h. uroSgn 
IK ; « « E T W . I ^ ' , , J * » .nm3«T ,-v**r 
jfiv* n p a w n o ix vnjr t lyowrumnp 
im no 3oii»p'iiD3» w*nn n prunr o*n 
I'DOB *i is .iyesn *ra .jmt»njnn»*>P. 
.•ttr«n*se*s P"KVK W |P3BO i«5p tan t»m 
110551 pD D P W W " 0 O * ^ * P P T * P o*n lm 
\nvxxf w j r w u D3*tfTP t>jm .DIBO TI* » U 
cm P B S J O ' S P W O T n pnyoB* PB am 1* 
.•vno p& yss* *TiriyDyy*B w 5y*x 
*ii ,33** *ITB lyoimBc \vrn W W I P -
Avamtt y i tve ,**? tyojnyos'x y3my»cnpE 
.jprm * Dcrv *3 iP3* iP3»n D'n: ^ jn »t 
-Dyo .wVu H ,5x38iry3iyo3*K -lyuiK 
V3 PB PT3V TP3B2 DV1PD pK PUf^ P P3'D 
jpjpc # 3 3 yiamps TWaiM***! pK p".$' 
i v ^ l ,?yo*na vtaw O'c ipvftwna T> 
-3« PK ipsiwiya lP38n "TO otm ,ap*i jpr: 
.BB3«E jyovy* JIB zm 
DBSSJC jyoyps JIB PnSJD'lK "iy»31K p« 
ojn PB D3njn' jy^B K iPspayj TO 1v=»~ 
-'v.y tyoy^oy:3"K o^n'o^w onnp lyEisr 
Dimit?opyBi3Bo n pK ]*'3v nytsiK [pr 
Tp; D'3IB pnay ix ,ii^h*x*evtHi lvopyoiriB 
.'no CJ*; 
pB 1P3T2 p;r.piy;;s- W)"* pK 5yro*^ 
ipa^ns w Q33"ioyy:3» V} ]y:«" ^ » ' •'-
.*TDDn3*K-p)i^ p ipDTynniv -\m I'K DlH" 
PB pf twft ]py3B; tyn opnnpa ip;«n v s 
, n y ^ iy*3iH PB ojyct3"Oc ipxyysy^s C P 
o'nB^yc o n -IBE ,OMIP5»H DTHBS -:V= 
D'^ C3*JtP Btn pK IBC '^K'^ DStfP «» 5»031KP 
T* 1PI31K turn PT"iiP3 n D»£ 33n»rc;v 
pral cm ^«T ,D3>^ P3nijB on»n B^B DS" 
— JP3383P338 ^lp B » W TJn 1*8 DDU".« 
nBE oc'DPSa i8T iP^sn ^yD»^p^8^p myJ3is 
.inyryao^K o»n oy p« ,P"TOD >rV3tfm ^ 
> D : I K P D'ii*'po om I « E IPD3PC»"IB y ^ ' " 
"PS IWSSlpl ,1P331X'T pK iy3313>nPt3318 y^s 
-3» yy383 n m jtn&ywaonns *« it"-' 
DM'IP i m .BDMOW IPIiyJ 05»W 33133"1DI" 
,-C»W PB piBnc K iy='K ;p3Bt3tTO3y v* 




New York Pressef s 
Boston, Mass., Ladies' Tailor* 
Cleveland Cloak Pressers' Union 
New York Ladies' Tailors 
New York Wrapper and Kimono Makers 
Cleveland Goak and Suit Cutters' Union. 
' Chicago. 111., Goakmakers . . . . 
Syracuse, N. Y., Dressmakers 
Denver, Colo., l ad ies ' Tailors 
Cincinnati Garment Cutter.*.. 
Boston Waistmakcrs 
New York Children Dressmakers 
Montreal. Canada. Custom Indies' Tailors-. . 
Los Angeles Ladies' Garment Workers 
Philadelphia, Pa., Goak Cutters 
Chicago Raincoat Makers 
Boston Goakmakers 
New York Waist Buttonhole Maker*., 
Chicago Waist and White Goods Workers,, 
Montreal Canada, Goak and Skirt Pressors 
New York White Goods Workers.» 
Cincinnati Goakmakers., 
New York Buttonhole Makers 
-Brooklyn Ladies' Tailors 
New York Bonnaz Embroiderers. 
.Toledo Goakmakers 
Philadelphia Cloak Finishers 
Toronto Skirt and Dressmakers 
Chicago Ladies' Tailors * 
Boston Amalgamated Cutters 
Worcester, Mass., Goakmakers . . - . . ' . 
Toledo Goak and Suit Cutters 
St. Louis Goak Operators. 
Bridgeport Ladies' Tailors -, 
Chicago Goak and Suit Cutters 
Kalan*"#>. Mich.. Corset Workers 
Toronto. Canada, Cutters 
Cincinnati Skirtmakers 
Buffalo Garment Workers . 
Toronto, Canada, Cloak Pressors.. 
Cincinnati Skirt P re fe rs 
Pittsburg Ladies' Tailors. 
Providence Ladies' Tailors. 
Richmond Ladies' Tailors 
Montreal, Canada, Raincoat Makers 
St. Louis 1-adies* Tailors 
Stockton, Cal., Ladies' Tailors.„ 
Ladies' Neckwear Cutters 
Fall River Ladies' Garment Worke r s . . . . . 
Omaha, Neb., Ladies' Tailors 
Gcveland Raincoat Makers 
Montreal. Canada, ladies ' Waist Makers. . 
Newark Waist and White Goods Workers 
Raincoat Makers of St. Louis 
I2S Second At 
10 Treniont • 
and. Ohio 
_.vc, New York City 
...79 E. 10th S t . New York City 
12/prospect Ave.. Cleveland, Ohio 
8;W. Division St., Chicago, 111. 
. . . .121 Renwkk PI.. Syracuse, N. Y. 
243 Bannock St., Denver, Colo. 
1716 Madison Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 
-.94 Maiden St., East Everett Mass. 
79 E. 10th St., New York City 
. .1058 F. Berri S t . Montreal. Canada 
.309 N. Chicago St., Los Angeles. Cal. 
625 Mifflin St., Philadelphia. Pa. 
..1MB Blue Island Ave. Chicago,;III 
.31 N. Russell St., Boston. Mass. 
.106 Forsjth S t - New York CUj 
815 W. Division SI., Chicago^H 
37 Prince Arthur E . Montreal, Canada 
35 E. Second St.. New York City 
122 W. r.th St.. Cincinnati, Ohio 
: . . .57 W. l i s t St., New York City 
45 Graham Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
25 3rd Ave., New York Gty 
. . .222 Beacon S i , Toledo. Ohio 
39 N. lOjh S t . Philadelphia, Pa. 
423 Sackvillc St., Toronto, Canada 
1447 S. Spaulding Ave.. Chicago, III. 
8 Lovcring St., Boston, M 
9 Beach S t . Worcester. Mass. 
615 Main St., Toledo, Ohio 
.Fraternal Bldg., 11th and Franklin Aves. 
87 Olive S t , Bridgeport. Conn 
1531 W. 14th St, Chicago, II 
50* Second St . Kalamazoo, Mich. 
1P1 Dtindas S t , Toronto, Canada 
2897 W. 6th St., Cincinnati. Ohio 
.73 William St . Buffalo.' N Y. 
"I Nassau S t , Toronto. Canada 
.417 David St.; Cincinnati, 01 
211 AmitySt. , Homestead 
473 \ \ Main S t , Providence, R. I 
411* N'. Smith S t . Richmond, Va: 
20S l . Cecite St . Montreal. Canada 
Fraternal Bldg.. 11th and Franklin -Avei. 
507 E. Miner Ave. Stockton, Cal. 
890 Park Ave. Brooklyn, N. Y. 
160 State St.. Fall River. Mass, 
2609 N. 15th St.. Omaha, Neb. 
3611 Burwell Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
147 Colonial Ave- Montreal, Canada 
118 Market St.. Newark. N. J. 
Bldg. St Louis, Mo-
-• 
IPC IP* ,ptn*T P* »T • .IWW'TPIW 
Tin c o w a n P*t33'*>c D"a jpoiBmp W» 
\rrxa* «nm JPC >»m .nyr***! TP"J "»VT 
PK ntt'B»8C P"3 H .'PISDPC P"3 Q'Q 
pimpnnc «i •« "aowa"* 5P'B D^BEOP-IP-
o»«t H"c *im tvinm o»»3 OPV, I*B p* 
•tjm tf*c* ,DPD"p tpoy^p *nR in^ipE 
iP2pJTP3*K O P W P338C jyc^BT ^8* IPC 
J**** nix Tin* ,DTpocijpnB-t""iB ri IV 
yt-'OVn IPC *IVMIB .njnpa 3 po Tap 
JD5W .UJ11P8 10 **1 *l»W 030"WW Pic 
,Ipr;pc .prK"o*n«3!K D>H ip»n wtfyii 
,ry;np ft "t po tp3»K p*» Da»5 ipo*K ojm 
.'PB"un cn*K opv. pre pm 
n 18 T* IP3^i ^:u"o WMK *«3 
I ' c c *uns .c*= ;'D*o ipcpsnpiit? P'ncK 
npo^**nprK.;K .e»r pK v1** . " ipc^n 
I -uDftti ,D«2 K po mTO»ur*vba)#» PK 
"ip apo "Dtp. » PR ip >"ii DIP ,O:**D 
"1PTPT28 l* a m iP3*t ]Kno pr* ;P3»? ]MP 
a m ,bp*fej*p Q W > P K pc e»« 'pv •*BO 
•p38B ,iPQ3^P « D3»5 JPlTPi CDW D^V, 
ne s*TTt n r s -jpfopo DTV D"P P I P W K 
•PO*8W:P*"*W pn w umm o;p"ip5p: jvr 
Sim n arfcm l»n .D3p3pnp2 *v*po pK 
C"3TB n PK I P ^ P 5rC |"t DW"*BCKP 
. IPD3"5 tone *n IPBO^P w 
•j-wnssrao um 
UJjitaiija •••-
iTtrr p->8 I'n 
p t ^ w r a ap'^iv 
TT '3 "an prt> ptppiiv 
D?3"nDP33"K COPtr-UK 
:jy*«no *n« PK unmi 
Tjn no api 5"no "tn 
a m 5-no -an PK ashn i pri^to K JVD 
IPOJP.IIp 1P"1 *«D tPOSMDIK D^KnOjP 
.OC3WV 
-2*0 pc n-v n onjrer BJKTB PDBD pw 
DTjniB?DPP213»C *i ps^jni ,a3mCOPPEUKC 
-iPo Ptp^n .jpo^iscnyc tpc^ipa !P:*r. 
*\ ">P3'1 TV P3K1C PTPtlF PR PDnP»3»^E 
\MW .IPown v» i n n p » w^P« iv ptwip 
"vnooi"u*« ,~iy"3 "any 
-3K p« riD OWDi-Utf T»7 ^ " W J j J | " 5 2 
pD JPnP» D'»^ 3P3 33«D ' ^ 
Ctp .D P^3, 3^PCB>njJC31»t p« ipcpi'ipv.r 
U(>T3K.T IPeOPC D811 J»p"Un 0nPDl?C3p 
jpj'n a m .IPcni'iKiiys pc D3PDDIHP« 
H S^TPIl PK ]P1*"P3 0^ PV1»11P3:"K "1 "2 
ut 0"v ipcnp3 H"*n DP .iPinK.' P^P't lie • 
n ipasBiyiv \m IPPTK P"3 n jPB"ispa 
TP*O ^ n iv BBP i'K ip;;n*08B pa^spo 
lPP3JfO Ifl \1Q»l OP fl'l OnpOB'TPB DP . 
T* JP^PCP DK» ,1P3»83 P3H'D'P3.1^ D'C 
,ypTp: DP»O a n |pipa c v P3385 K 
,"iV3« ,C*T .iP3:m3n3»K p»3 n -uri* 
08" ,iP3:iB2H3"8 P"3 H r8 OP'3 DD'Tl 
JP3"T ,IPE8IPP3 IPaJl JPCKT1V iPP3PO 0P*S 
>T pB PD3KO IPVP^ VB ]Pt?3pO 2MK XQ&0 
n l«s nMe* n c^3 -ivan C*T T'K ,D82ya 10 
Tt ntfpoe' jo5»r, ,o*na ^P3 P3^PV3-K 
PK ,33W"e pa'tesycp n PK ipyiOD,_!;"K 
"
,
^2«op » 338^TBC cpn jpD'"upa pa^p'.i 
*1 18B IPT"TB pD T1K13SOD IP"3 EP^ (D 
JPB18T ,iPD1P«-riCC O'p nPD'^IK-p'CC 
C8" .IITUK^KB QP^  PC ' IPTD'DPSPl D'J 
"W»'nCD-B8I? pVp pM D'3 ^8' DP. : OPDM*» 
-P2 P* IP^ 8» OPD«2 P3?Pf8 ?P» .11 -? .* 
-^ 138 ipn c?«ii ,&p»iDD pc prum cv*t? 
*yn j » B » * U ' » » | i IPHP3 ^ p^'t wpa 
PK IPC13P3 D'3 OP8C IP1PH B8H 5>D31K^  
IPDWtDE VS D1K ,np2nri .D28*1CP2;« 
»5P3 P35PTB po t»33i?n38T pn3PpmnpC3,.K 
-HP31V38 IPCS 1*383 ^'f IPJ8I03P D8» ,D»n2 
•UH8 i p P * ^ * W ,rPIP3 [P"3 Djn [P^ 
•yn TPT8 ,1'boB n pK ! * w n ,jr:": 
P^ PB PD*>PIB PK .I8HP& 3 PB ^883 &*«•« 
P3^pt8 !Inp^p^p W cponBO^K n lP2Sr> 
p« issns-ryTpa Jr$p*iocn3'K D?8 DPCB: 
-IPO "I »11 IS -^Uttn "I D'D 8^» IK'31* "• 
.jP3Pn 
nypTBii Djyo-nw w*> njn 
B 
.-.•;-.*-.= jnyiiiM T8B *«3» Di^MiM o«n 
jyam D¥» ,yt»Miya *i„ o*p /litta cyi i»n* 
-".•-n "Ujn; nyn ix ivisnya o^pocyaiv 
1WWJ P* "«P .onyiys n?'o ,iyj«i ,"T"iyayj 
-p'JD'lK OT8E TlMfi PlTKt?n 08* '»« 
.tjDiKiiys yf»« tysBn T C can D8T 4Mifi 
OVDDPDKTB pTKDP '118 YD tya*n "Wapm 
-8« .O*BB c''JTi08 op'Toan can ';y;yj 
nyn ya^ytB I'D "twai nnv„ *T «PW OB.T 
-.V oampc ,c'Kn3 »DCBn>yc"iiv ,yaP3T8T 
•jyo ya*i}ii»tM pE pTyoP8TB3 n pm&tfia 
lysnyn t'K oy .IP$8PT»K yaMn D'O [Pf 
-J'.K IP" ,nap eyw» DBH ,o*J TPT3IKH p«& 
;p3"T .imsnya D*nfiya »p3"t ny-ma 8 jnpr 
D^DTVS'K p n w TpTP^ 3D>a yiyuiK y5« 
OPTBOCTPE ^83 !»M HnsC 'T .MDB» B*tj 
nyn pK UDMJJ "an &*n ,0'DTjn »nsv.y; 
imKiyw oa'oyocya ^oipai PK •tficom 
! m M f n D11SP EPTBIO K PC 
|yov*W ~8 i : i'K .ano'saip nap oyay 
P^ B PE tVW TVB1P pM 33*0*0 8 IJnipiyj 
W ,P*HF 1*3 iyQ"l3 pB
 >yD,^"iyPD-B8E' 
cpi — osyo'ias oy*o oyn *^r 'yTy^ PTP 
Tin W 1^ 8 .D3"K TJTD13 3PM PC OBO l^tPT 
H pD 33tPtfYlp3,K Tya'sPOT .TJD^nyTE 
8 yryT3i« iw*y ^S'O'D I'dK PTSPIPWK 
•3856 Tin *iv8 iP3p»pry *an**fl po'nDPz 
.iPjpsB^pav H PM isuv Tysip (ID yo"i«t 
Tt |yo IPP ,iyoipy3T8c OT»T [pj"i DBH 
;IK .jpa>npya "l »*,*. ,IP5BBPTBB TPO3"5 
T»C p»5g T* PB 33'0'0 1PIBH PK Vl« 
-"iiu 8 (ID 33ny"D 8 p8 lyrswa trfiroMii 
«»M iy3'D8D 
"ijn v c jpj»« 0"nay:y5y3 i»ryn "a 
wyrnyne ,DIPT«C -D l y t ^ i " invn lyanijs 
jy^y" ,"Dt3"DD iyt3»:i» «8 pjya, Tjn po 
281' ,t5EKCn3"TE n T8B P38T 8 OO^ P Dy 
*T8 Tyt3i8 ifTy"Tmy3D*nK TyiC'K D8H Ty 
-ens pn T8D DTynanya p8 . i^vs tow 
5"3 ysib JTD'VW H iy381B13 p8 0»P3*01D 
•••3 n .Tjnna yt3TDcyr8 ynyi3i8 T8c 
N ;yei3yj38 esn TTK83 .tpy JJTIPR TypTtt* 
cipTtra 'n 3Hjyp38Tya i8*si^8tyT jrfyvyBD 
.naiQ Tyiyn T»D 
P8 ptot* n iy;>D»ip2 ir.P3 ^ 
-DTPO^TJIB y-JPDPWl '-- tyo^8n:8 D*aiin 
D3ysn;« ny»a TPT .338B38 yaso D , I3 t3*<p 
H UnvCo^pa^wpe pc »0^t» 8 o^snojy 
»D'*>8B *"! iP33"Ta»38 M^ JM^ Pl*, C'iTa «5 
-i» TyT T8B Tsea*^ p't wm rUnr^Bwaii 
jyayn TyTy^aco PTH'K pnp5piKD*i« 
oy .03yen3» ny"3 cjn pc TPDPBT83 
can i8-:r H DBT ,|yTy" 03PPry38 ^8T 
D8n M iaiwww VTinyv.f ^y'D 8 Tt I«B 
pa^yii nc ,iyD"aT8 50.000 mc jy^OW « 
Tyn PD Diyaays H T»C |yo«3TB 20.000 
08H I'0D8 n T3PTny« ,1'DD«' !VDpy08TB 
c«n ,D^5ByJp3 400 o*o Pih lypnsvn 
D3yT K ,tftfB ,lP28n 110 .TH'8 IV UW*>)b 
K D^S tsjyo'Tas l y j oyi lyoaeroys iv 




8 jnyuiM po 
r»8 't 
•ps mnn paf'yn rtnna 
,y:8^P. ynyiit? 8 »i>i8 w»na 
5pT3My) K pe jyTHiiy; UTS'TSBB i'8* oyn 
-ycyBTJi yocamo n PE ,iycTiHv.D"8 po 
-*Tpn M :y3iEya osn nroc yryn .IVC^J 
-WaOWa Tyvasa nyum "3 338^P38 1P3^ 
n 183 PM ,08383 C'3".E 338C38 I'K - T 
^83 08fi |yc ; iPQEtf "an PR iya38nya w 
jyu4 Dpi .oyoo'Dpys |na eowiya a*a 
TPT PM D3ye,T38 TP"3 Tjn I'K DD'J^ M 
pM iw .lyTBiiya b3*opya 'Toonj'K-piij^p 
OT18P cnaio pK V> 0l*n -:|*» |yj'35i» ° y 
p i » c» n . T8B .ipnrpB i»n iya38Epa;8 
TyT'Ta yTyt3i8 tyis^Dn-!8 jyayv. • .T T « E 
^P'E |yo 08-T iyt"Tp-i8'^' ^ p« > ' a n>i8 
jy»» T8 ,iyap33"8 t|»i opn oy 3'IK .OTVip; 
,1 Tp3i3 ayi iya5«t383 ^y3P >8t 2 TWJu 
D"3T8 yoa i^'TDpyjsM 'T iya,T3yTyE iv QIK 
PD'^ Jhpn'.H .1P58" 10 p.B P*18*TpB 8 pE 
|yo7 DPT n3P .ot?*io3p iPT8iip; o*3 fyi": 
JIB D3BBP5PO »1 IP3"1 .nHE r383 ,DDM>W 
imKiipa "n>aw PT^DP oycEt* pryt3iK yf*8 
TT8B e>n«pn cMi ,DP'»3 yy^WTE n £*•: 
• 
L X . . , . . 
T" 
, — • » , • ' • • ; , , • • • « , „ • • • • • • « » - • • 
n MI MTB iw -in^iufi lypuys onyor 
"OMB Ml tBO D3"TP ' W P B O r u m W T p y 
-i'K pit wopyftp jyo"p3'D"iop I JOM^IS 
*1 DBT ,|JfMMnap y>8 TO I»3Jpt ,D»H3 
lyryn lWHn I P ^ H Bjrni*Tp o*w»"n« 
m"3 ]ic o**ruyTjM:»is i jn is oyos'i-pya 
. a m * 
»*yiB iKii . i imi DTPOC y*iy-os I»K 
"»D H PB ,D'3 TB3 jyTDOMpy DD31fD»"U8 
*BP iv oosrenjB j o ^ w v n pip IBMWO 
*iw o»n .Q^nirDjB'XBruBn* *1 -iw 
[•K O-WDJUl* &lfn D'fi* 5B3BPyjTy33M« TJrt 
"BO TBD .D31TD JTD« D33"T3 .OTyDP V3V 
oyer M [pt'tttfa v» o*n iyoBJBe JIK iyt)83 
Tjn» H no |jr,n«T H
 (p« DpwiWtt W T 
Dff"J pwn o»w O*T '' .TPD"3TB » T W 
JTOWJMMOt B I»3«3»J TO DS'B 1*3 0*1 
T'K ,|y3J1D"S yfr'rBV JTWMW P8>B?S 
IWiW p» iw»i v o D»n ,it(oijn Pita' 
w i * I M J W D M n o»o ww» IVDUTM 
-an » im i>*i o«prwno n TP3B .PTB' 
PB tnpp'iBanB n n : i » .jyaBJJ'UB 5**n 
TBE D"3"i« Tjpn."ma«n e w & i itfBPitf 
PB B5yOP»13B D»3 013>C B 1MB D3B»3P '1 
.nwtoMwinj»»T£>iY i w n jyoBttfinn n 
• • * * 
w r * T» IVDIBI T O » ***»**» HB iw 
.BJBP'P 1W -UM*W$P pn«i . I K V ^ B TWO 
- W O P D^BPB> nifTJiK jyum T385lP5p pB 
-iB ;B 5y3P j»«Tmn «1 J » O yns* TPP 
TP:»B DO Tnyo WP DBM ..DBSTP 1WVMW 
-pryo&MK jyrvsis tio OB« j t rwnvovr 
MP ,D3BTOy338 PB rT3»onjfJ -D"POBI 
»M*3 OT»n I'll .Q"» TJH pB -var IBOVJ^  
PtKMMWTW'K n 'IB "5»DWn^ « JBllW 
i n "TO m»5aw icj^r y35im 4i*«5i»w» 
fit r»m ipuu^injio i6«.rr>o , IB^T 
- m i |'D»D trartDW.pn T ^ P T ' « T'D IPJJTD 
4VMP93 D3B3P! T'B DTBT CBH ,DPT> 
Tf5f Tinri3 OB-T OBiBO iPOVV? PT3V 
*» oyoBpyyjJit ^arrrpra TPMIB
 f i ran ' 
DTn»DV>JB JV3B.T VO DB" 0"S TJH 11H 
DTpwopyimBD'piB^P n D»D HBOBP DVT 
IB ,0*B!M TTDD I31B IVD D«n ,p!B' 1*3 pB 
W^V'IODITS'B W l ) 8 JIB DTinilPOpPDlJBO '1 
0»O 1MJ1VDM n OTOBllW 1W3B-T pnpDJJ'V 
jpo OB>T nnip *T lvrMiv J ' w v > .DJITVDJ'N 
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*i IB:»; iP3V*cipc R ;i« m i " cpn |ps 
. anra jn p>p3«'YiD'ot3ip R pc iPB'V3*-ie 
-p*nt>D >1 •yr J»3«n ]« DVV "»P3P> tic 
jnwMiHBrappo p« cp'VRivyn* iPama 
- .•»*$ \jrs)93 I'-\VTH o-mpcipB PIKBT 
"P> 0*3 ^ 3 " p Q«n 5J13V11V2 fwv I**TO 
PJPH pc awini n p^sor nw B^»C 
<m povjtf n ,pK m ipocm? PTPI>P3*E 
A&V2 p* o5»fl)n |>« P^PE yovp? n .imp ' 
u*; :*R KRtd n i» ,1VPMV3 ,»CTiffn •.» 
IP-ins' p5jr*fi D*B '» OX'K IPDP: iK^r: * 
P* T*S ,]yp*ipcp3 vt DWiuitya PK OP 
-*PJR D'a jpTDD'tpy i3*tf iwnSni 'X p»p 
•UPHjns yB"-iyDyi2iyc ;IR psrTjmps p; 
SJUPMPB W B I K n IVBBWVB is p u w 
ijnic« PaTP3»n* ••; .KJVTPCR pK t& MI 
T?i H DJpcD"e D;ls^o "msJon pn p*tw 
-•:$;-!$ 5«M ^PDPBI»P ]yrsa^Kfi iP3".-t 
npc Dtri jp;"i IF3"KIPC -ipo^3iB yav: 
DISH DSl ip2«n TJJB^STK *I 
OP-op?-nrn^: n pn 03p*i pr'-'K IBC i»r:yii3^p npa-snn "wSiSjVt*] ipi ;y;>".' 
•lyTjpt? ^WTJJJI PC 
BP^ "*3'K p-rr-yz'K ^ ip3p: iv ^»e ;p2 
>^T . W l DP 1K11 ,f«K*JPP;ip PB inOD'*.n 
i j n pfc u«:"!PP3»nP3 i m tP5:p*sr3(t *UJH 
^:»0 iPlpn PK BCBBnpD"31B "iy»>1'K 
i»c y&3yi P3»^;„ : nn-rceoup npn w u a 
IP3»" '•! aril •,.P^3»^ H pK JPTK 'T 
inn ,D> B"i npjp' lie r3»D'D'it? t n 
npv3»3 pit a*;- DpiipEfQ nonSB pc a»3 njn 
T P ' i W D3»p:p:cmB BVil ,D*'W*T".-i; 
Tf'pp-ic pn D"p;MW?e3in n c^pn npv:B3 
.P^»C iyB3'3"BP3 nprj'.K pC PIBf* P^PD*2 
.DpnaijjrDipnp'ic jp^uipsBrjyDa'K C-B 
o n ' ' 2 .jnjm iycny:3"K DMIP; apn DIJII 
PC IPB'V.PS *1PT OPH ^"CnfB -JH pC Dl^ ffBR 
H fpajnwsw px ;p2»v.iy »ra o^yii nm 
-'K -Pl IP3P11 D1WH Ty«t JPMJ; ^ 1Pp>PC 
.P"JKID i p i r t 
n*o »3^p« tPf Mist IPP5PC n pc !P:3«? 
?TP3Pf» 
D5S .IPrSpB D?B T3P0CTPP JftflpS'tp: k 
1P11 _ ly^CPDBpD IP06 p« 
— "o«n c'npryf1 p« p*r Dpn JB3mpi TPIPH 
•3«P K [l-ipr jyO^B3P32» p-llj' W P« BPll 
"»»3T« PV»TK P-C TPOPIOlpE pC l«t?3Pl* 
oipOE* KnfVfVVfi pc lP3^'Sfctt'3B:ntj-iyu 
i s i*K I(jp3pi:;«p ytpH .i3«> |yiy-T ;ic 
Tp^Wij'xtt;,.-.jn. pc iP">«iiP3 iy"cnp33PB*!t 
H PR B3jn Pt'H'K ")BC yD'CSP TPB"3lB 
pK oy^?'2P3 Vt a«n c»n ,unyi3prr.Br>i: 
pK m i p IPtPH pC iPDK3ip-B33^n'1C *T 
"iPD'*3n*t p^3P3^BC pc D^yacyaaycBi'.v t'« 
yf-KSS'VW « iP3»n VStiam .[pacKynyaipp 
•p^PPPS ppn>H par3"Mnyc : ; ; I D » I P : 
-"BD1PV.1KC, ,33"1 1PD"2*18 ,!POB»L" 
-ye y p ^ D ^ B ' s s c y r n ' K ,i«y"K'cscBi( 
,i3R3ipc iya*';iB iy^B3K'x83 , ;« 'ss t t -
."1313„ PC TD3P12 1PP1*' 1'3 pK \Wl ^V'S 
-sas'VRS i p t y n pc a"2 i» n T'R o»r 
IP2K;E*1« PB^Pll ?yD's«p nyo^Bis TpJ-
— ? D h i r a n m a !BC3PPJWP H V J BJPBC 
IIHPED:P V C jpf'Pii tP3«ic "uv vty*" VW 
-»r -y- : : jyoopp; pM . ^ ^ D * H pR V-r 
• • 
oMnWB Tin .Dc»no oyi pc etfc3»x jya -ya o«n '3«BCBP H T» ,PX nex u n 
rvi-: O~.I«P pK iwiw t'K '3W2ifP ipi |ic *#xo n JPJJJID vt }80iyp3'B IK^K D5yD» 
DIBO K m D^yiiwnifj DBH px *y"io DPI *n W . IBBIPI PPBO ox 'nu px DVMUPC 
-pa. iy3"i iyo"3iB 15 .wmov OP»IDDM .isyjya cyi px unn'c-p'noa (pupa po»«i 
IPUWPa PX {K^wmre px p w u n IPMBP, Tp p r u r a s r * jx o*s i r ^ n p t ' a n s p " ! 
-«p3B3i« iyo"3iB yiyi38 px [imaswr !Pi>P383"i8 IV '« DDixnpa V5TOB: «i jya 
.;y:«^ ottn 1873 iP3«op8 px . w n o o prime px 
* * * U P iu'EimK^E_ ivi nc D3PTIUIB itn 
yogis' ipeipyaiBB iP3"i 1877 PK 
D3PDD*"2 nyD"2"l8^~B:3yt"K J1C Op"1DD 
-D*-IX ip3x.i DP'HDD yiyn .DCPV. n pK 
*un D'SBBCBP H ctfii oyi 3JP5W iP3Bi3ya 
pc ipvanviyoans -IJBH p-« oaxopa jyn 
Bft-tiWOM jpswn »i [iK oMfov H ,px jpa 
j? • 
iay p'cf>pi8 &. *«" p  WPTTPI  u
33*iyi n:y IP'E!»PIB^E„ pK " I IBI*"1 sjnyi 
"WPi»B (P3P3P3 "'3BBO«P pp'»K 13P ^KP 
P»H D'C IPJT3W1 * V3W1K i* 1P0*S 
WO jyo'iiy: K cp'rya OB-I tuoiypra 
OS^ TK^Kfipy-3 P* -*»P3Pa OPT PK [XriKB 
OTMUJW *i DIH jyiBBPo D'rjjts jyciayaaB 
I 
.-!3P3y)-p*nDD DPI 
.pjBiypa'S c«n D"V ly^ryi iyi px 
1PO-*JP»E pK |yi';ycri3'H"2ypD Dtyocry; 
DP"IDD n ^ 3 .lysnsa *i tj'iK ivo^aiv o?x 
-iyc iyv,yj 33»f» jyins' D38D-iyp3*E n tP3": 
-ne PH lyirvE-p'-ieo n lyp't? D*D payu 
lyo-rpn ysya^K c'j«tnpp3*B \Hftx pK .i«r 
-3P.1P3P2 pit 3'i3yx»->;* .iinvoHP^ms m .iyD3'3-iya w 
-p: T^vDBi :*K CST -lyDKno-i^^ps an '3» PK iy »,•, ojnsKS fPDyjKD IK»B K 
p« w 5 * o lyp'c iv n i ' n lyoia K jyn nynoyo D^K PHK IK^KCPPD p« jyoipy; 
pK oT'nayc n ta'o utBVtty t^PTUl mn pK 
pe -ynr.Vnp-; |jn»«pj I P i'K D"V "m c s 
DB-1 D»* -IHtf* "Tl .CD3IH3 iyj'03'11 K 
y:pn p« .y?iji yD5yfi«t p*t D^ystrya iy 
ny^»: 9 im«v.p; oynipsip IP3"I nn«» «m 
"*!WJ>3 DTniayD H DKH IPD .D3PPD J1K 
Dtf."r jyrj pK IJTUBTO-nHO 'T PK 0 3 ' ! 
-V3 iy3'*i ipDTjn3in„ : jpenya oy D»n • -CTpaspo yocruyD n lie ID K OTonyiK 
^«3 jpftm -iyonyi3in pK ivns^y3 DBKIDK-
."ty-.yu Dfi*r«H?ya 
*T PE D3PTijnB i m ,'^yr.yB oapnya 
|y3pjyJ3K 1P.13K3 BSfl ,-|»2"5 «1« DD-3 
n?KV,pj PK DP'XKPKrins pE 5poyv jyasK? 
,D"V ty3y' I'K DTDKB iP3«n CK11 .IVCKHS 
jpnya tw"r D3»oiyp3,B n io5pv. I'K PK 
-3*B->T m ,D5nyvtyT ny .an^i? Dpinn 
-.t» OD*K I'K iySnsEya3'n« iy3"T D3«onyp 
iy-i n'iK |yD«c*y3 PK DISP n'iK C K ^ 
""5pny3'K D'3 ,TMV3 px Dipp^nuD PDDBC 
»?3"t jy38npB ysnMrsiK y&p^ o .an3p3 
; Iinifnys Dyi3iKinyD px iycipy3,:iK IKT 
eayto p»5x i»3Kn onbw D38t3ivp3'B r» 
D"v npT pK jye^yi*inK3 *i »I*IK D ' G W I 
-K*T pK 1PH3PT nyn "3 P"IDD cyn pE 
Dpn pE D^V nyn px pK .inMayp'K ptsm; 
PHnsyt-x ^KIOJPS tnty v) ijn "3 P'-IDD 
pK D3P3in33PE y3'5any jyaanaya ivaan \w 
•WFDW pxop»noc nyi3K PK Bf*mrr*n 
.D3y3p-131PE Pty'T pK DTVP"-.DD D3HJ1BV3 
•Bii pK ipoxnomxc H iy;383V3 DBH nyn 
ijn"K pnanya op-iSBiy o*3 iy3"Pt'K an 
Tnjy;y> Djn px jpcippaaK PK txVwBMre 
D«.I u-ayo "WD'^ TTW ,iy3,DE,3ipn i jny 
"iyi"^ .y;8-!E H t3« ivajnE Othvfi 1^81 
i n nys'x o'toio'ps mi opc«3 n ]P3»n 
"3*1 iyn pK PDP1B ipi pK MVBPJPTpXBDtf 
IPnya |P)"t D38t3"»yp:' 
.jinijnps Dpmnpoaix PX ,1 
H pE iinn*E ipn .'SnpiWB csynyo 
pE ip-i.TE n n a x px n83*'J nx 
DPI oanf'ipys D3pi wa tP3t*n D;8': 
•85BP3 11D3 DfrT IP IX IKfrlXBPPO irBE* 
P'^ K VI 08H IP TB ,!Pt3HnO-TTB"3 H t 
Ml l^ 'DB -"' ]1E P3'3"X pX D3^"nDP3 
H ojn .eSnpmpi D»n uos^yi iBtsiPPJ'B 
lira CBH .enpp O'c ^ic ipnpa PX rvzyz 
pK "IP tB jnyiDMIB D3PPP3 TVlPB3"OT3 
iJU»TJw DB'in H jyiiya iy3"i ix^Kepy: 
cp*i px yopiB n px DOII«P n IP3B 
•'lapDtP^C Dpi iy031K \V\Wi IP3"! T » 
-
TO* wsnt BWJBTK PMKISJWK 
pieuro* 
-n .H p 
lyo^s-in ys'tiji n — nonfo n PK B E ^ 
.. \ .near, 
pn ijn»Djnnpc b?»»p3 o*n nonfo n 
inc DBP-IBO "uwiyen. cjn ipD»n3D*in 
n pn uw* TO ^ D'tf /iy-p^ P*tP*Mc 
HDIKO ,«pnyoB noiKD pn I B I »** ,IIMU>»»Y 
nw* n DWB iruy? tnjrutt JIK «pnc« 
I»nw -iyo'>aiB mytawt—pn TV*I"*P VW 
T3KD TTP'Jp- VPm »*1 »1 IB ,0'JB.T 
n lytrn H*IH nna "i« IPJ^I tnsniE*oppD 
Tm vt trtJruBn op IP» .i»i"iB-DD"aiB 
~»BO roar* r»* i""rt3 cjn iy»"T3onn jy; 
'1 pB JFfO'n »i IM«T 1'nm — ooyp 
-"3c* i»D«pns80 nyt:iK JWT3 TjnjySajy 
.ncu ip CB jnin3B «n y:(*K *iytfyn *i Im 
103 pn j»am ywoipoyso'in pK jyny: "t 
.DltfB pn D*p .iyo"=-i* H V1K VI i»r 
pen pK .T«3iriaBi.T^>,« p * D* 
p« cftraeyo D^riBK ,\'i twtn ,tyo «Hfn 
-Una n -pn»»yj ii*3 npMerpiB^P n 
K vt 0""UW p-inec T* !W* OTjnWDPBD 
iMsrt -u»»3iB n pn WD-5BC twnawru 
-tefna yj«5n o^yoyoysss pn o W w j^yr 
*nn»jjpc njn pn -lyaorotyo pip rH w n 
n t*n oipi .proipyan trj H»p pn w b 
-itcopyBUKO n IB pn Dip iyp ?W»n 
n-D'j 03*0*3 pit B5"nyjiv T» unnn o j^n 
pn \vit>w i n ^ r n w i H *n o»tf 
n w 0TTB3 yoD»n: n D*w ,iBCim Djp 
pn Dims n .ojnso -lypiwt n H>W lyo 
W n fl ts .oo'brw jycni D"iyV»on 
•tpsipo o*3 Djnip jnruu V*P fiftvn \r^~rm 
oanp-am 'irn IP3"T Dyv*30"*if«B wn n 
T|ft5blir-!M*n "i m ,inwi pc orvroy pn 
n D»I5 iri*^p Tysipo "t iin^EHy : iyo 
pn . . . ts'3-np i n *
 (ojn»o TpninB yovy? 
B»J T» T*5«f IPMTD P3*n H t» *T3 
"»3 Tp»n iinn*£3^H ip^ni pn u^jepy^'-n 
jut D-yniPopyDi3Bo iy3«n
 (e3,oy£,jni'!: 
lyo^ii »i rn .ipasr DIJII y^ y^ JB pn DTJPB: 
(you n DB.TP: .HODnj'n Tjn po nrno y s^ 
lysn Tt own TMp '^n ! nenfe n : rii'n 
pn m Di^ byBtnyD -anyo ^BJ itjt'0 nyi 
VHB PIP 1*1 T'B ODftSo fl pK 1914 
! jvtyanv 
ncni« n OB.T tyinn'-n-iBD : inyo ^BJ 
n .0"P3'jB^co^3nB'yD^py.p txxtrnnyc 
T»33B ovn VPBD tP3'M jjmDDni'n ID 
I$3 ^BT D3J"'i3 inB>-»n .priBiiyj o^yor 
t»n .TJB? npoin pn 'onyBcm* non5e H 
P-IBOC IB; pir oMy y^^  i>n ov*w ^D K 
DMK T«3 |y5nyu m»no y^ y^ JB pn /i*: 
-*o«n iyo^ yDPp)3B Tin sr5w iyo":-« 
;BT*D "un in onn onifii Q3"n jmrm: 
D"(BD IV,1DDn3,n 0D"11 pK PlB^p * V i ' « 
Tos-Dysnyi: 
iin 1MB rtfna n jpiiya pn (ynna'-n-iBD 
onyin^w 'pmyi iyj": DP3"3 ID K .yny: 
-ys vt.onn oy .Diyo'iKfiyi yiyn jtt 
DB« «i ."i*w i*n >y;3so Tyo^ni n D5n*c 
oiyo'vw jpsijn ,n?y3 po'ivsv^ H [yssc 
o»n n>rc *1 pn .Dy5En2P Jhy"t pn 
n^ iniD pn DTjnieaapycoBo DBBDyaonit 
•^ ip np^ nyoB osn ,-iy3B 03^n . " ^ I^B 
:*n inton y^jBP^ iyoB *«n ."i^ yj Sjpciy 
njn — JVD'IDP po yoirws'in Dip iintjv.v; 
ooyo ITO tys^ Bii i«3 ,ono iyn« ,iiHi;yoc 
in^nn njn snn * .injyJ 0 « po -ft» n 
D3"n DBT ny nn .i'Dpyc^n tynyj jyii VB 
pn T « 1*n Dnn .BIB," PB pT ip i^a pn 
•^ ip ! M*3 pn DD"imy3 lywDni'n nyisw 
onn pro D«II &p\ &ytr\nn i«»'D nyi PK 
.Dyonwny 
.m^n B i»c inyo D J^ O5»J ncn$o n 
p»np3 T* D»# Difii ,c^y-nyo"3nB iin 
n\& o^yoyo pn CKJ cyT psfiion vm 
•"n p« 5"H .jyp'TB my3»5'3 n»m etMjro 
-psiB K 1MB np38 .Diijn nwosinp pB iyy nio?ip I » J W » K IK D'O pt>8C B C6B ,iy 
D^piJBinyD |pp DBM ,ipe"3t^ B . t j / fo I P T B IBM 13B* i m r p * D'JHJO »JVJ"K pK 
T?J op« oiur, iptyn .]VD»nD PR impn t u ,ipyn3tfo jnjnjitps P*P D*J ; [P:MRH 
SP i v i 110 yji2np npn pD imjfiv oa*r pe iPUio3na"K n DM5 JJOMH PDMIPS 
Bp3iBi38ntf nyn t»R ctp DB — nj«f> imp* 
P35yn . P D ^ P ipa;n»oipn:p2,iK IPT po 
-IB yDVPJBr.S H pD DCBIP i m f i l l *M1 
IPESCPPO'IK o^pn ipx:B3>un pD W 3 
ipoDPv.t?/*pip!:iK n«c osm PR D»<H»OB 
H«D D3V1 P^SJIf'VW pK PD^1P3T3 ,PC"D^ IBM ,"IP13P3 PC'KVSIJT'K P3P' pK nPT13 pK 
."lpUP^-noR^O H pK 1VTR n -PJJIB Ml b381DP3 pR OJ^EIPB [PiPll "I 
D"V, Ml IP-IDH IpJBOtriPC ^1K DP11 DP .PIOP-IB pK DDP3 P3POP3 
•V3 IPC11PJ t'R IBK';P11JBP-1PD,,2'1» H 
18^80*38 !K ty^'Esa IPJPP IV DIB !P*1I*11 
'JPVJBP pE 3313 
'DMB OVT\ PD*D»P 1PD"318 P^B'VBJ H 
*PJDM"!B "l$5p OP" DP IB ,DPM1 Q"3"18P3 
*«»,,- n w i m o;"= DP D«H ,IPIPV. D3B13 
inpj ipcnBi pB IP3PP " l y a ^ B P C T K n 
pB I P T B tPana jnpiJB *i O's I^QBTIV 
;:upi\V3 B 18 ;pirvD P3^pn ,t3B* IPtPH 
$W Ml ^ MB [IB J IPVB "IBB D3PT inpO IRE 
-HPD !P3«"ID3'nB IPD P^H 1P3PP K"OPB-iB IPS 
CBll ,C8"lD»-D38,X8"»3,e,R D'3'B J313T11J 
PB .ncrtfe I^pT 1BJ 1"$ 1Pt»>Tlp2 T* DPI' 
- 3 ^ 8 pK oaB'ii1 jnp?3iB ipv^onpc 1PP 
JHP131B H« IB'VB^^BiBsjn B IP33'n3 
•DT'10 
JP^Pll 1«W3P113BP 0»3 IB ,T» DnPDftPD 
IP^O'D pB 1P3PM H 1P1PM D3"VP33B ^MB 
,JP3P^ pB lp-in'EWin DP^ B DB1 Ml 
-'B# 18B 1P331TB^  '1 PB D^ 'P^P nnPS 
^p^3»^ B IIB lP:'DEjnp B ; D3in p e n 
PK»DP81B ; 3313"D nP3^D3PDP 1PT W DIB" 
-pii IB.IDP: ^Bt DP M:B MI pB DBII lltfDn: 
•\PT3IB pc ipi"? n unp-13^ « C1K IP! 
D'31D 1P3B3CMB H ]P3"T DB"> 0» — P^ BC-
-JBB'JPllJBP^VO'^IB 
— 01BU DB"1 1P=B" "iPD"3-.B H 
pB D"X_ pB D1B11 B , PM DyM DP 
!^Bt npn 
P3^D3PDP *i iPPPV. ,138^ !PV38i ;'"iP3'K 
-1V38* lyDBBDC* PD3>3"8npD H |1D 3313"0 
DP -tPTB yap^mpD3iR n I B C yi iptsnps 
I'M iP^Bt JPJ31»B^  '1 »B ,DpyiWP3 D1P11 
•WW 1P1 pE pmDMB IP ! — yj"CP3>B 
.DEBiTiyO"3nB IPFH'B 
pB IJH'B *T pE IF03'ff P-IPH38 'T^MK 
DPT "18E "tP33np-IBE„ PC IPT'1 138? JPIV'1 
1^B t'B PDp-.B VWK H .P^BE jyt"H'B 
TJ^ B P3P^P'C-1PE PB niVP P3P*1P,S,1PE D»D 
*i iyDnp3\xD»n8 IBHD 5BI »»O D B " 
jjra .D"P;MB^D3P1 PE Scir O'JIE IPI*B 
•B5-IBB 1P18 DP^ 33BP JPPH'K B PD OnPl 
,P'D'5BB-Dp?BE pyH'K p-)Pn311P3 B ,03PD 
P B 1MB 03PT D'3PTB DPT 
pit? t'B y'3B5BytBlD ^P0»3 PC3T1 K 
PB P3cn DPI »IMB ivnvny: • lyoB^'JO'i 
n \*H 1P-.'K >T pB P385 IPP'38-ID 
DV*B Diy<iy3 D-.Bii DB"I ; lyupS-nsr.! 
"5813^ B I'M DMW3 
- - --..__. 
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T O .ci«cpyE yiBD'38B jn*D34 . y e n s 
, m i i n o*: iy3*<o »t t s ,y*8 i $ i | »O»I I * 
r « ?P*E *U8 o*a m * n » ! . v * i » # n i*; 
po»ii: pK cy3'*3 pou 'ii i w a i K ••) i»r» 
i n po«3 o«n iwimooirmi W M T I B 
— . lwu 5pp*oir K w p p u m i*J0"2i8 
ov o:n — D*»P:M»»J pit OBI* inyc *yo*28 
iyo**3i8 cm 1P2V3 iv oiijapw 0*3 Q?tfll 
j)»*n***)B inyo pK nw-c» va»o 
-le-opyEOKo mvi38 ipa s V* !y3*Bya op 
^ » t o»2 l ' i ;yr*o-.iT.iB D » « c u n 
,$M£ pfVYl tTt y*1*0 JP3'M "I -i * ' 5 8 
,V-.P'»D ,'yO**13 K JPD»a:328 (JOIpl »H IB 
-*K Tin OE'ipy: jw»n »i t« i y i8 , i j on 
TK u n 8 ,* jnn s m u o e t p 5 T I , « ' * ysm 
5**n nriv I B B ppro « lOTJttra |p3»n *»i 
•*?3np i* t»no»«8. ip:*r, <•* t8 u n * ,mc» 
I .1P3P11 PPP-p yjpJ"K "W*1' *HSC n«* M 
n3yn iyoD*o ip:pp« D « I iy:8* v o 
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